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Board U pholdsEviction 
by Suzuki 
On October 25th at 6:35 the 
G:'eat Hill Dorm Council met as a 
1udiciary board to hear testimony on 
the matter of Charles Blomquist's 
allt3ged possession of two pounds of 
rn.lfijuana with intent· to distribute 
and the resulting order from the 
Office of Student Life to vacate his 
room. Present at the hearing were 
Mr. Peter Hartel, Ms. Mauren 
, FitzGerald, Mr. Charles Blomquist, 
Blomauist's lawver Steven Wisp.. 
Officer Maher of the Campus Police, 
the Great Hill Dorm Council with its 
President, Mr. Richard Barton and 
ab,9ut fifty students .. 
Blomquist pleaded mnocent and 
1,11mediately presented a docump.nt 
.:harging that the SGA Court and 
'1ot the D'orm Council should be 
nearing the case.He also objected to 
being tried without proper notice. 
Barton responded by explaining 
tr,at "this is not a court of law so this 
{tole objection] doesn't mean 
~iiythmg." 
When asked to present ;-ds case, 
B~omquist responded by quoting 
New Dimensions (the student 
handbook): "the. burden of proof 
shall rest upon the person bringing 
charges or upon their representa-
tives." 
Barton then asked Student Life to 
present its case. George Maher of 
;,heCampus Police was first, reading 
a typed statement from the police 
log which included the following: 
"We were requested by the 
Bridgewd!er Police Departrtlent to 
prpceed to the rear of Shea/Durgin 
dormitories. When we arrived, 
Br:-Jgewater Police had a vehicle 
-:topped, Mass. keg. 260-AKU----
D'2cal 0-48, registered to Charles 
310mquist, Durgin Hall room 217, 
Ofcr. had the driver handcuffed and 
was escorting him into their cruiser. 
T noticed that th.e trunk of the 
. lehicle was open, and I observed 
that there was a cardboard box with 
the top open, revealing two (2) 
oIasticbags which contained an 
undetermined amount . containing a 
controlled substance identified as 
marijuana by the Bridgewater Police 
Department." 
Barton questioned Blomquist as 
to whether there was any proof.that 
tile substance was in fact marijuana 
(such as a lab report), if he was 
present during the search and 
arrest or if he knew whv the vehicle 
was originally stopped_ To all these 
he answered "no." The only 
question that he could answer was 
where this took place, which was 
behind Durgin. 
Next up for Student Life was Mr. 
Peter Hartel, who testified that he 
was notified of the arrest by Chief 
Graca. At this point, Blomquist 
objected that this was hearsay 
evidence. This objection' was 
ignored by Hartel as at least. three 
other objections would be ignored. 
Hartel testified that Dean Jones 
sumoned Blomquist to her office on 
September 21, and ordered him to 
vacate his room as required by the 
rules regarding possession of drugs. 
He also stated thQt· Blomquist was 
iriformedof his due process rights ot 
this meeting, He furt her alleged that 
Blomquist expressed .a . very 
negative attitude towarc;i SSC at 
this meeting. At this point, 
Blomquist objected that this 
te'stimony was irrevelent. HJs 
objection was ignored by Hartel. 
Ms, FitzGerald spoke only briefly. 
stating that all that Hartel said was 
true, 
Blomquist then gave his side of 
the story. He stated. that he had 
been questioned by police after his 
car was vandalized outside of 
Larry's Restaurant in Bridgewater 
Center. He said he was allowed to 
leave and was stopped at Great Hill 
later that evening and questioned 
about whether or not he was in 
possession of a large quantity of 
marijuana. He denied this. A second 
officer searched his. - ashtray and 
found what the Police claimed to be 
roaches (marijuana cigarette butts). 
He said the police began to tear his 
car apart against his. protests and 
found in the trunk what they allege 
to he two pound of marijuana. 
Blomquist maintains, however, thaf. 
it was not his and that he was set up. 
At this point, the Council left the 
Shea lounge to detibeiate. Upon its 
return, Blomquist asked what 
Barton had discussed with Hartel 
during the recess. Barton retorted 
"No one has any control over us." 
- The council announced its 
decision, or more' accurately its 
indecision and recessed the 
proceedings. until testimony· could 
begotten from the arresting officer, 
and a' copy of a lab report could be 
obtained. 
Blomquist then objected to the 
hearing on the grounds of double 
jeopardy. Barton. (espondedthat 
this was not a court and that it didn't 
apply. 
Blomquist went on to question if 
the court was not, in fact, admiting 
that there was insufficient evidence 
to convict him. 
Barton responded by announclng 
that the date for the next hearing 
would be set at the convenience of 
the arresting officers. 
On October .20th. Vice President 
Deep sent a letter to the Great Hill 
Judicial Board: "The College is not 
going to present further information 
at this time and it is my 
understanding that the Town of 
3ridgewater Police Department 
cannott release the lab reports to 
the College nor will the information 
be information until Mr. Blomquist's 
Criminal Court hearing. 
With this information, 1 am 
asking the Judicial Board to pass 
judgement on this case and make 
their recommendation based on the 
information that was pr~ented." 
In an' interview with The 
Comment, Richard Barton, G~eat 
Hill Dorm Council President 
informed us that a decision had 
been reached on the 29th. The 
Council found Charles Blomquist 
guilty with seven guilty votes, no 
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TWOSE GORGrt:ouS 
rL;t;;'~ to the Editor I disturbed at the points and logic of Mr. James B. DuPont which appeared in last weeks issue of The Comment under "Outraged and 
Dismayed." In this article he 
stressed that the SGA's position 
was one of "mediocrity." I feel that 
the SGA is showing a position of 
excellance. I believe that they see 
the Foreign Language GER as 
Dear Mr. DuPont ... 
I am pleased that Mr. James 
DuPont took the time to respond to 
my article concerning a foreign 
language GER. I must admit, 
however. that I find his letter 
contradictory. DuPont writes, 
"Why not stick to the merits of the 
issue?" And yet, instead of sticking 
to the merits of the issue-·whether 
or not foreign language should be a 
requirement for all students--he 
accuses the SGA for not being 
made of "sterner stuff", accuses me 
of "attempting to obfuscate the 
issue", and even implies that [ am 
opposing such a requirement 
because lam "unwilling or unableto 
meet the 'challenge" of learning a 
(oreiqn language. [s that what you 
call sticking to the issue, Mr. DuPont? 
First, Mr. DuPont, I do re$pect 
you for exercising your right to 
disagree with the SGA; however, I 
do not respect you for accusing the 
SGA of poor leadership because 
they differ with your opinion on an 
issue. 
Secondly, Mr. DuPont, I will be 
taking a foreign language for at least 
two years, for language is a 
requirement of my major. Thus, I 
have nothing personal to gain by 
opposing a language requirement. 
And I have nothing personal to gain 
by participating in. student 
government. In fact, all of us at SGA 
have. nothing personal to gain by 
participating in· student govern-
ment. And yet, we miss work and 
classes, drop courses and give up 
weekends to work on SGA issues. 
From the tone of your letter, Mr. 
DuPont, r can tell that you are willing 
to make similar. sacrifices, and I 
. expect to see you in the SGA offices 
any day now. 
ThirdlY, Mr. DuPont, when you 
finally get around to discussing the 
issue in your letter, you misconstrue 
the .lJleaning . of ., my article ; You 
imply that 1 feel anyone "who must 
be . forced. to· . acquire knowledge 
would probably be better off without 
it, regard1ess of the subject." And 
yet, I clearly statE. in my article. that I 
feel certain courses should be 
required for all students.l even state 
that foreign 19n9uage should be 
required -·for certain majors, but· 
not for ALL students. -
Then you seem to be saying that r 
feel students should not have a say 
in their own education, because you 
state that I "bught to remember that 
·everyone here is of legal age and 
that they applied voluntarily" Yet, , 
Mr. DuPont, if you re"ailyieel 
students should have a say, if you 
really feel students are "asking SSC 
to confer a degree upon us based on 
what .the college community feels is 
essential", how can you justify 
forcing a foreign language down the 
throats of students who feel such a 
requirement is wrong? My definition 
of" community" ~t .BSC ind~desthe, 
useless because of the fact that it 
students. Of course, Mr.DuPont. isn't used in all fields. It's true that 
we live in democracy, and you have speaking a Foreign Language can be 
every right to have a different a very colorful quality to people in 
definition of BSC "community," specific fields, but the fact is there 
even if that definitivn excludes may be better courses for other 
students. people in different fields. 
Fourthly, in your letter you Moreover, a required Foreign 
present unverified statements as if Language GER could impose on 
they are facts.' You state that one's desire to take an elective 
':studies have· shown" foreign course. That is, with more GER 
language "affects the way one looks requirements there is less of a 
at the world." VJhat studies, Mr. choice for free elective courses. We 
DuPont? Where arc- these studies? are here at College to work for an 
Please bring thetn to the SGA education to obtain a degree. The 
offices so I may review them. And professors and administrators don't 
can you name some of the "many" just hand out an education and a 
institutions of higher !2arning degree, we must work for it. The 
"whic·h have even tougher choice is ours as to how much,we 
standards than ours." I will be want to work for it. Therefor€:\ I feel 
surprised and enlightened if you the choice is ours as to whether we 
name Boston University,· Boston should choose a foreign language to 
College, Harvard UNiversity, Tufts part of our education. If certain 
University or. the University of major fields require . a foreign 
Massachusetts at Amherst. 1 looked language, then that's fine, for the 
into all of these institutions this year, student has the choice to choose 
and not one of them had ~s many another major. As far as everyone 
requirements for all students as we being required to a foreign language 
here at BSC have Harvard has ' I am strongly opposed- for it is up to 
considered adopting a core the student to decide which couse 
curriculum for undergraduates, but, will benefit his needs after he 
according to my latest information, graduates. 
none of the others have more In conclusion, I would like to state 
requirements than BSC. If I ~m that I'm not afraid of Foreign 
wrong please bring me the facts, Mr: Languages, for I have a Spanish 
DuPont. The facts. . minor and I did well with the subject. 
Finally Mr. DuPont; I contest the.. The main point is that I did well 
political reasons for which y0~1 because I chose 'to. I worked hard 
support a foreign language" for the education in this foreign 
requirement. Yoti write that after· ,language for 1 perhaps will need it for 
"even a smattering of. another mypost~graduation plans. It was my 
persons' native tongue, one will choice, and afterall. I'm the one who 
clearly see that we are all members 1.\11Nbe responsible for my future. so 
of the same kind and that .the· let me be responsible for how· I 
barriers . between us can· be prepare myself. 
. Luis DeAndrade 
. Socio.logy Major 
Class of 1980 
surmounted. This is naive, Are you 
seriously telling us that forcing 
students to take a smattering of 
German or French will open up 
whole new avenues of political and 
social, awareness? Perhaps this is 
the. case with yourself; Mr. DuPont, 





Speaking a foreign language can 
be very· helpful for many people in 
certain fields. There are those. fields 
where speaking a for.eign language 
can be advantagious and those 
where it would not be needed. With 
,this in mind I would ·like to 
congratulate the SGA's decision to 
"resist the proposed change in the 
Foreign Language GER." I feel this 
way because of my opening 
statement which is , not everyone 
needs' a foreign language in their 
background. . 





This is in response to your l~tter 
in last week's Comment 
concerning theproPQsed foreign 
language GER.. I must· admit you 
made some interesting comments, 
such as: "(You) thought that 
(students at the SGA) were made of 
sterner stuff," and "instead of 
exemplifying the very best 
attributes of leadership, (the SGA 
has)opted ... to a retreat from 
academic chalIenge." Mr. DuPont, 
you are letting opinion distort your 
thinking. Let's look at this logically, 
. and not stoop to name-calling. 
For an intermediate j.)foficiency in 
a foreign language (which is what 
the propo$ed GER woulId require) a 
student would have to complete the 
equivalent of 4 semesters of a 
\ , J b~ 9 RE:"~ dA.N'SA~ 
----.--.. _----= 
specific torelgn language. ThiS is 
equal to 12 credits or lOD" of what is 
ret1uired for a Bachelor's degree 
from Bridgewater State College. 
Now, for example, as a Psychol0:3Y 
major I am requiredto complete 33 
credits for a concentration in 
Psychology, approximately 27" .. of 
what I am required to complete for a 
BA in Psychology. Also Mr. 
DuPont, notice that no other course 
coming under the heaping of the 
GER's requires more than 6 credit 
hours {i.e. 'history); not even the 
general catagories (i.e. Humanities) 
require more than 9 credit hours. 
Also, as the GER program stands 
now, a degree student is required to 
complete 39 credit hours under this 
headind. 1f the foreign language 
proposal is approved, add 12 credits 
to this and voila (no pun intended), 
we have 52 required hours. or 
approximately 42"" of our education 
here at Bridgewater. Interesting set 
of stats, Mr. DuPont. 
You may interpret these figures 
any way you wish, but it doesn't 
make sense to me to have to speno 
only 27"" of them on what I intend to 
spend the rest of my life doing. 
Regardless of how 1 feel about .it 
though, I, as a Psychology major, 
am required to complete the 
equivalent of 4 semesters of a 
specific foreign language. I was 
hoping your article woulcl qive me 




Monday at noon: Classified 
Ads, A dve..-tis.me.ni.S. i:lUd1.,>CC.' ... .c •..•. , .. ! .••.•. :." •• , .•• """" '~ 
Announcements. 
Tuesday at noon: Articles, 
Lette'rs and Commentaries. 
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I Announcements I 
NEW TRENDS IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT 
1 here are some significant changes now taking place regarding 
employment with the federal government. The newest trends are given 
below to help new co1\8ge graduates in their career planning. 
1. The PACE (Professional and Administrative Career Exam) will only 
be given one time this yearin March 1980. Announcements will be in 
January. The PACE is the standard entry level test for nearly all federal 
agencies. 
2. The Civil Service Commission is now two separate offices: Office of 
Personnel Management (PM) and the Merit Board. The OPM is the 
agency which works with colleges and agencies regarding manpowere 
needs and hiring procedures. 
3 The-Social Security Administration (the largest agency using the 
PACE in ) has been given the oday to discontinue using Pace in favor of 
other application procedures. The one in most favor appears to be an 
application/qualifications brief in which the applicant gives his/her 
experiences and skills and is rated upon these. IF favorable, an interview 
is extended and hiring mayor may not result. 
4. Decentralization of the hiring process is the new direction. More 
agencies ~ill be responsible for announcing their vacancies, establishing 
procedures, and direct hire. Of importance to students is: 
Students interested in specific agencies will be expected to do more of 
their own direct contact with those agencies. And this is being 
encouraged. 
5. There is now an overall freeze on federal hiring. President Carter 
has put a ceiling on the number of employees allowed in each agency 
(Spetember '77 level) that extends to September '81. Each agency will 
have to deal with its limitations to the best of its abiltiy. 
6. The federal government is increasing its commitment to providing 
opportunities for experiential education within its ranks, e.g., volunteer 
services, internships, co-operative education. 
If there are any questions on this, please feel free to contact the Career 
Planning and Placement Office in the Stud2nt .Union. 
SENIORS 
The United States Social Security office is currently accepting 
applications for the position of Claims Representative. The Positions will 
be throughout New England. Starting salary is $11,243 per year and 
starting date is after next sprin's graduation. To get an application, call 
Mr. Fahey or Mr. McCloud at the Brockton field office. The number is 
588-7849. Applications and requests must be in by the end of the month. 
Specific information on what a claims representative does is availalbe in 
the Career Planning and Placement office on the ground floor of the 
UNion. 
FACULTY WIVES CLUB 
The Faculty Wives Club will sell instructions from items displayed in their 
1979 and previous crafts shows on Thursday, November 8. A table will 
be set up in the Student Union across from the Book Store from 10 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Fuil packets from the 1979 show and mini packets from the 
previous years' shows can be purchased. This is an excellent 
opportunity for student teachers to obtain fresh ideas and for everyone 
'-......to a<;;,quice.. new holiday and gift '. ideas. 
-,~ ... ~,.,{v~:::_. _~ ~ ~ .... _._ .... ~ ... _ ........ __ ....... ~ ....... ~ ... _ ~ .............. ~ ..... ~ '!"':," ,.~ .... ".~ .. ~' .... _ ........ ;:w.~ •• ~~ ....... ~ .. "" ...... '." ~ ~ .. ,... ...... . 
-·~'PA.RENTS!itf'J'\:I'lS0RY COUNCIL ... 
The Parents' Advisory Council for theBurnell Lab School is sponsoring 
a Book Fair on November 13th through the 16th. A large selection of new 
books, most of which will be elementary books, will be there. The Book 
F air will be held in the front lobby of the school from 9 am-3 pm. 
········TilusTEE·poiiC"y·REG"ARDiNG·oUTsiA'NDING"iiiiiTS 
"It it the policy of the Board of Trustees of State Colleges and of each of 
its member State Colleges, effective September 20,1979, that strudents 
or former students at any of the State Colleges who are listed by the 
financial office of said State College as having unpaid debts for tuition, 
room, board, medical or other College related charges where said debts 
have not been discharged by operation of law or where deferred 
. payment of said debts has not been agreed to be said College will not (1) 
be issued any diploma to which said students might otherwise be 
entitled; (2) be permitted tq register for any program at any State College 
for which said students might otherwise be eligible; and (3) be furnishedd 
a certified copy of any State College transcript (unless said transcript is 
needed to obtain any benefits related to serviece in the United States 
armed forces) although said students will be entitled, upon written 
request, to inspect and review uncertified copies of. their transcripts," 
HOL Y LAND TOUR 
Professor Robert Briggs of the. Bridgewater Foreign Language 
Department will be hosting a "Bible Lands Journey" scheduled to depart. 
on December 1979. Thiseight;day tour will feature visits to Jorcian,' 
Jerusalem, Nazareth and Bethlehem. Faculty and students who might 
be interested in participating in this tour of the Holy Land are cordially 
invited to contact Professor Briggs for further details. Professo~ Bridggs 
may be ~eached at 697:8321,ext. 342 (Office), or 697·7685 (Home). . 
NEED INFORMATION? DON'T KNOW WHERE TO GO 
FOR ANSWERS? . . , 
If you have any questions about the various teacher education programs 
at B.S.C.; there is someone who can help. DR. Ray Harper, Dean of 
Professional Education , Open office hours every Monday 9·11 or by 
appointment Room L-31 1. 
SOCIAL ACTION CLUB 
The Social Action Club is a club that is made. up of Anthropology, 
Sociology, and Social Work majors. We have many "Ictiviteis planned for 
our following year and could use as much help as possible. Come, all are 
welcome; help us help others. Every Tuesday at 11:00:n tho. library L-5. 
. -.. -~ ~ . ~ ---. -~' ............ ~ ... ~ .................. --........................ -.. -.. -.. -.. -.... -.. -......... -_. -.. -_.. '., ......... -_ .... -_ ..... , -.. 
NEED TYPING DONE·?······ .. ····· _ ........ _ ......... ; ........ _ ..................... . 
Do som~things bog you down? Do you feel like you need some extra help 
now and then? If you have a problem, or ' 
....... - .......... _. - ..... - ..... - - ..... - - ... 'O ............ - • ":' • - _ .............. _ .. - ~ ...... ~ .~' • ~ .. _ ........ .. 
CHI-ALPHA 
Do somethings bog you down? Do you feel like you needsome. extra help 
now and then? If you have a problem,or a need, or want just good old 
support-we would like to pray for you. If you want someone to pray for 
you simply slip a- piece of paper with your request on it into locker 
number 249 in the Student Union (ground floor) Someone will be 
keeping your request inprayer·Sponsored by. Chi-Alpha . 
November 1, 1 'i"J'j 1 ne \...,ornmt:IH '"' 
TUTORING 
Needed-High school study skills tutor Brockton Area Interested 
students, please contact Dorie AuCoin in the Admissions office in Tilly. 
LAW DAY AT B.V. 
At least forty law schools will be represented at Law Day at Boston 
University on November 2. The undergraduate Pre-Law Societies' of 
Boston University invite all pre-law and other interested students to 
attend. Ther will be an exhibit and interviews in the Ballroom on the 
Second Floor of the George Sherman Union (student Union Building) 
775 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston form 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and a 
reception from 2 to 4 p. m. "This is an excellent opportunity to gain 
valuable information to help the student choose the appropriate Law 
School," Dean Jordan D. Fiore, pre-law advisor stated. 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB 
The Human Performance Lab in Kelly Gymnasium will be open to all 
8.S.C. students on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday afternoons 
from 3-5. 
CHI-ALPHA 
Everyone is welcome to Chi-Alpha, a transdenominational full gospel 
Christian fellowship. We meet Tues at 11:00 inS.U.20S. Come and meet 
some new friends! 
FORENSIC SOCIETY 
The BSC Forensic Society invites all students of all majors to become 
members. If you are interested in Debate, Public Speaking, Group 
Discussion, Oral Interpretation, and Acting, the Forensic Society is for 
you. Competitions are held on weekends. A working schedule for this 
semester includes trips to Fitchburg State College, Southern 
Connecticut State, Bloomsburg Pennsylvania, and the University of 
massachusetts at Amherst. Any interested student should contact a 
member of the society or David Correira. Meetings are held on 
Thursdays at 11:00 in the PIT (across from the Communication Office). 
CARPENTER'S SHOP 
We are an interdenomial national Christian fellowship sharing the Lord 
with each other. We meet Tuesday at 11:00 in Lounge 4 across from the 
Information Booth and Thursday at 11:00 in the Green Room. All are 
welcome. 
...................................... - - ........ _~ ......... _ ..... " .. "_. _ ......... _ .. _ ..... _ .. _ ....... _ •• 0- ••••• • w"., • •••••• _ ._ .............. " .......... . 
A TTENTION SENIORS 
Graduate School- For those considering graduate and professional 
school, now is the time to start planning. Reference books and 
considerable information on schools and the process are available in the 
Career Planning and Placement Office. 
If you need or want to take the Graduate Record Examination, the 
next one offered is on December 8,1979 at BSC. The deadline for 
applying is November 7 .. Application for the GRE and other 
grad/professional school entrance exams are available in the Career 
Planning and Placement Office. 
COLLEGE PLACEMENT ANNUAL 
An invaluable help to you in your job search this year is the College 
Placement Annual. It contains information on over 1200 companies and 
agencies which recruit nationwide for ALL co\\ege majors. TO GET 
. YOUR FREE COPY, COME TO THE CAREER PLANNING AND 
PLACEMENT OFFICE.SUPPL:IES ARE LIMITED, SO THESE WILL 
BE GIVEN OUT ON A FIRST COME-,-FIRST SERVED BASrSJt also 
contains valuable information on how to write a resume, the job search, 
graduate school, and other useful information. 
NEW TRENDS IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT 
There are some significant· changes now taking place regarding 
employment with the federal government. The newest trends are given 
below to help new college graduates in their c~reer planning. 
1. The PACE (Professional and Administrative Career Exam) will only 
be given one thim this year-In March 1980. Announcements will be in 
January. The PACE is the standard entry level test for nearly all federal 
agencies. 
2. The Civil Service Commission is now two separate offices: Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) and the Merit Board. The OPM is the 
agency which works with colleges and agencies regarding manpower 
needs and· hiring procedures. 
.. 3. The Social Security Administration (the largest agency using the 
PACE) has been given the okay to discontinue using PACE in favor of 
oth~J application procedures. The one in most favor appears to be an 
application/qualifications brief in which the applicant gives his/her 
experiences and skills and is rated upon these. ff favorable, an interview 
is extended and hiring mayor may not result. 
4. Decentralization of the hiring process is the new direction. More 
agencies will be responsible for announcing their vacancies, establishing 
. .................. : ..................................................... _ ............ _ .. : ..................................... -................................ .. 
GRADUATION 
Students planning February graduation must have a degree application 
card filed in the Registrar's office no later than Thursday, November 1, 
1979.. . 
Students planning May 1980 graduation must gave a degree application 
card filed in the Registrar's office no later than Monday, December 3, 
1979. Thank you very much for your help. 
· .. ·····posiiioNS·ifi·iHi··NATioNAL·SECURiiy·AG"ENCY····. 
The NSA will be giving its exam in Boston on November 17 tor all seniors 
interested in employment with the agency. The deadline for applying is 
November 3. 
A wide variety of majors and minors are eligible, including chemistry, 
physics, languages, math, computer science, cGmmunications. history, 
. political science and public administration, sociology and anthropology, 
and earth sciences. If interested, stotJ in to the Career Planning and 
Placement Office for additonal information and an application. 
BSC JAZZ BAND 
Looking for new members .. Don't put your instrument away just because 
)Iou're in college-C'mon down at 4:15·5:30 pm Tues and Thurs. in 
Tillinghast-TI or contact Prof. Gannon ext.293 or Steve Mills, Scott Hall 
Room 307 ext. 356,357. All are welCome·Especially needed: trombones, 
pianist, tuba and saxes. 




(Cont. from p. 2) 
some relief from my dilemma. It 
failed in this respect; if anything, it 
made me feel·worse. 
You supported the proposed 
GER with the well-worn argument 
that learning a language will break 
down the barriers between ant ions 
and cultures. Well, Mr. DuPont 
certainly it's a help, but so is 
studying Piagets' theories 
concerning child psychology-since 
he happens to be French, studying 
him will help us appreciate the 
French more. You also stated that a 
foreign language offers academic 
challenge and self-discipline; I agree 
with you. However, I'm sure that if 
you and r sit down with aBSC 
catalogue I can convince you that 
every course listed offers academic 
challenge and self-diSCipline. Now, if 
this contention is true, shouldn't 
every be course be a GER? I dread 
what your answer might be, Mr. 
DuPont. 
Also, you criticized Jeff Feingold 
who wrote the article concerning 
the proposed GER. You questioned' 
his -ability to successfully complete a 
foreign language. I fail to see where. 
you could have conceived such an 
unfounded interpretation of his 
reason for not wanting a foreign 
language GER to be approved. I 
might have been able to show your 
cause more sympathy; however, 
when you attack people ,not issues, 
I find it difficult to maintain.a level of 
respect for such a view, 
Mr. DuPont, I welcome 
comments and criticismes; 
however, I do not appreciate petty 
name-calling and unfounded 
generalizations. If you feel you must 
continue along this trend in the 
future, please try and keep to 
yourself. Don't bother me and 
certainly don't bother other 
students by having such material 
printed in their school newspaper. It 
will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Mikp Grnff 
"After my initial 
disbelief wore 
off .... " 
Mr. DuPont, 
What an incredible experience to 
read your letter in last week's issue 
of The Comment. I felt compelled, 
after my initial disbelief wore off, to 
write in response to your piece. 
You state that you thought the 
SGA was "made of sterner Stuff." 
Well, by taking· this stand against 
foreign language as a general 
education requirement, Student 
Government is demonstrating its 
ability to make an intelligible 
decision,. as well as flexing its 
governmental muscles, too long in a 
state of atrophy. I also fail to see 
where Student Government is 
"retreating from academic 
challenge." Student Government 
prides itself on being a progressive 
political organization, leading the 
students on issues which directly 
affect their future. Student 
Government does not promote 
mediocrity in education as you so 
state, for' the pursuit of education 
dictates the individuals's strive for 
excellence. 
Rather than making a 
generalization about the entire 
student body regarding the "path of 
least resistance" that we all follow, 
why not focus in on those who are 
making constructive contributions 
to this school, and not necessanly 
on that path of least resistance ? 
Why not visit .the Student 
Government Offices sometime, and 
watch some dedlcated people In 
action? Certainly Mr. Feingold, one 
of these dedicated individuals, is not 
a man of inertia, but rather a 
concerned student who genuinely 
cares about the curriculum for his 
fellow students. Tqke a look at the 
students on the Contract 
Committees. These individuals are 
far. from lethargic .. Cortact club 
officers, the Dormitory Council, and 
(Cont. on p.4) 
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BE A HEART SA VER 
Do you \vish to become: certified as a basic life support rescuer? ($2.00 
fee for course materials) 
certified as an Instructor in CPR? (for those alread:/ certified as rescuers 
and who wish to be Qble to teach CPR to others. $5.00 fee for course 
materiaisl 
Each complete basic life suppoet course meets from 6:00 pm to 9:30 pm 
on T~?sdal.' and ThursdC\y evenings vf the same week. Sign·up lisIS for 
the course~ inrlicated below are in the chairrnan's office, Department of 
Biological Sciences 
I·November 6 & 8 
2. November ·]3 & 15 
3·November 27 & 29 
4·December 4 & 6 
5. December 11 & 13 LIBRARY -SMCL 
A new brochure availableat the circulation desk of the Clement C 
Maxwell Library explains the services of Southeastern MassachL!setts 
Cooperating Libraries, better known as SMC. 
In existence since 1968,SMCL offers students, faculty members and 
other users of each of its member Iibraries the resources of all of them. 
Materials may either be borrowed in person by presentation of one's 
college 10 card, or a free inter·institutional delivery service may be 
utilized. It is also possible to arrange for photocopying of materials atany 
member library upon payment of a nominal fee. 
Bridgewater's SMCL membership makes a total of nearly 700,000 
volumes available to members of the college community. Participating 
institutions in additon to Bridgewater, are So~theastern Massachusetts 
University, Stonehill College. Wheaton College, Brockton Public 
Library, Brockton VA Medica1 Center Library and Taunton Public 
Library. 
SENIOR EDVCA TION MAJORS 
There is an excellent booklet to help you in~your job search this year. It 
is entitled ASCUS 80, Teaching Opportunities For You, and it is 
available in the Career Planning and Placement Office. Some of the 
topics covered are: Factors used to select ~eacher candidates, the 
resume, getting a job, the interview & how to·prepare fofit, overseas 
opportunities, alternatives, and certification offices in the U.S.A. 
This booklet will be of great help. Stop in today to pick up your copy. 
BE A HEART SA VER 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 
Do you wish to become: certified as a basic life support rescuer? ($2.00 
fee for course materials) : 
certified as an Instructor in CPR? (for those already certified as 
rescuers and who·wish to be able to teach CPR to others. $5.00 fee for 
course materials) 
Each complete basic life support course meets from 6:00 p.m. to 9:30 
pxn. on T uesdayand Thu;sda~>e"e!,ing$o~th,? s9-mew,eekSignllst$.foJ.! 
the courses indicated below are in the chaIrman's office, Depnrtment of 
Biological Sciences. 
1. November 6 & 8 
2. November 13 & 15 
3. November 27 & 29 
4. December 4 & 6 
5. December 11 & 13 
Special arrangements will be made for scheduling the Instructor's 
course. 
LIBRARY SMCL . . 
A new brochure available at the circulation desk of The Clement C. 
Maxwell Library explains the services of Southeastern Massachusetts 
Cooperating Libraries, better known as SMCL. 
In existence since 1968, SMCL offers students, faculty members and 
other users of each of its member libraries the resources' of all of rhem. 
Materials may either be borrowed in person by presentation'of ~n~' 5 
college 10 card, or a free inter-institutional delivery service)1t3~/:be 
utilized. It is also possible to arrange for photocopying of materials at:my 
member library upon payment of it nominal fee. .:. 
Bridgewater's SMCL membership makes a total of nearly 700,000 
. volumes available to members. of the college community. Participatin,8, 
institutions in addition to Bridgewater, are Southeastern Massachusetts 
University, Stonehill College, Wheaton College, BrocktU'n .. publ!e 
Library, Brockton VA Medical Center Library and Taunton Pubhc 
Library. 
~ -.. --~.- -.- ---- -------------- -- ---- -- ---
·· .. · .. ·REGUiAiIONS·OFiii3ii"Aiiy·BUiLETIN BOARDS 
Dr. Owen T. P. McGowan, Librarian, has issued the following 
. regulations governing student use of bulletin boards in The Clement C 
Maxwell· Library: 
··Notices must be related to college activities. 
·-Notices must be stamped by the library secretary before posting; 
otherwise they will be removed from the bulletin boards. It is requested 
that standard grammar and spellifl9 norms be observed. 
--Those posting notices are responsible for removing them when 
they are outdated. ' 
--Notices should be on posterboard and should be no larger than 15" 
x 18" nor smaller than 5" x 7".. 
--Notices of activities. which will continue throughout the year 
should nevertheless be changed from time to time--or they will be 
overlooked. 
--No more than three notices of the '$ame activity may be placed at 
the same time on library bulletin boards. 
--The library reserves the right to remove any notices considered 
inappropriate. 
RECRUITER SIGN UPS 
If you're graduating in December of May, you· should be actively 
moving on your job search. 2 recruiters will be visltingcampus:ne~t 
month. 
Tues. Nov. 6 T omMcCan. Se.eking management tr.ainers for}he retail 
shoe industry. ALL MAJOFS .. : , '.. . . ,,' '. '. . 
Friday Nov. 30. U.S. Air Force. Seeking individuals for offi~~r's 
candidate school. Both tech[1lcal a£lcinon·tecnni'caL degrees .. AtL . 
MAJORS. . . .. ' .' . " .' . """ .:, .". ,.'., ..... 
Interviews will be J!~ 'houi' long. Sign up sheets are in the Career 
Planning and Placement Office. Job descriptions and career literature 
are also available there. SIGN UP AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
HEALTH, PHYS. ED. AND RECREATION MAJORS 
Do you care about your career come to the Health Phys. Ed. and 
Recreation Club meeting. 
Thursday Nov. 8, at 11:00 in the Rat. 
Refreshments will be provided. 
RECYCLING STOP 
RAYNHAM. MASS .. Cast your vote during November for preserving 
our country's energ!,-' resources by getting on the recyciing bandwagon. 
Recycling aluminum saves our country 95'", of the energy required to 
make new aluminum products from bauxite are. 
Canvass your neighborhood and to\I.m forrecydable aluminum and 
bring it to a local Reynolds Aluminum Recycling stop. Als0 an attractive 
fund raiser, Reynolds guarantees consumers, I)Jhatever their political 
persuasion. a 23 cents per pound market for all·aluminum producets. 
In addition to all·aluminum beverage cans and other clean household 
aluminum products. such as pie plates, foil, frozen food and dinner trays 
and dip. pudding and meat containers, Reynolds recycles certain other 
aluminum items--including siding, gutters, storm door and window 
frames, lawn furniture tubing and aluminum castings--which are also 
worth 23 cents :1 pound jf properly prepared. This aluminum should be 
free of all foreign materials, cut to lengths not exceeding three feet, c.nd 
should not be mixed with aluminum cans. 
Any person or grotJP who elect to join this important campaign may 
bring their used aluminum to the Reynolds mobile van when it stops 
locally. . 
The Reynolds mobile unit will be at the Raynham Shopping Center 
Friday, November 9 from 10:00·11:00 a.m. 
FRENCH CLUB 
Nov. 8 1979, Thurs. at 11:00 a.m. in the Student Union #1. "Career 
Opportunities and French" Mrs. Krastin of the Bureau of Career 
Planning and Placement will speak. 
PART TIME WORK 
T om McCan Retail Shoe Store is currently seeking part-time sales 
employees at its Brockton, Braintree, and Hanover stores. Pay il:i $4-5 
per hour. Hours worked are flexible. 
For additional information on whom to contact at these stores, come 
to the Career Plat:ming and Placement Office-·ground floor of the Union. 
WRITING CENTER 
The Writing Center at Bridgewater State College exists to provide 
students with tutorial help in writing. Students are free to drop in during 
Writing Center hours and discuss their writing problems and to arrange 
a schedule of tutorial sessiops. The Writinq Cpnter hours for the Fall 
1979 semester are: Monday ?:l:UU·11:00 am; Tuesday 
9:00·3:00 pm; Wednesday 8:.00· 1:00 
pm; Thursday 9:00·3:00 pm; Friday 
fl·nn-l1 :00 am. 
The Writing Center is located in the Maxwell Library 238 and can be 
called by dialing r::ampus extension 545. 
Language (Cont. from p.3) 
the Board of Governors. lell me 
these peorle travel the well·worn 
path of leisu, e. I contend that they 
do not. 
Mr. DuPont, I am glad you so 
readily concur with Mr. Feingold's 
theory that students should not be 
forced to learn. Hov,.'ever I fail to see 
the pont you then try to make. To a 
great degree education is self· 
taught. You state that those whQ 
"must be forced to acquire 
knowledge would probabiy be 
better off without a college degree." 
I imagine that the enrollment at all 
institutions of higher learning would 
be minimal if your philosophy were 
enacted. Education is a precious 
thing, and its availability should be 
increased, not restricted even more 
in these current troubled times. If I 
follow your line of thought correctly, 
you are advocating a position similar 
t6 that of Governor King regarding 
policies for public higher education. 
But that is a matter saved for a rainy 
day, I suppose. 
I am surprised that a man of your 
usual sound reason would so easily 
dismiss any point in the course of 
discussion, as you surely are aware 
that all points are to be heard in 
debated in one's own mind. But to 
simply "dismiss" any statement is a 
clear illustration of iqnorance. 
Regarding the American "uppity 
attitude," may I put forth the thory 
that all nations display ethnocentric 
attitudes, which are simply part of 
the innate composition of 
individuals? 
Now, if I may, let me point out the 
policy concerning Student 
Government's opposition to 
mandating foreign language as a 
General Education Requirement. 
. Our underlying principle is that we 
are defending departmental 
autonomy. 
The Student Senate stronly 
questions what this maneuver sill do 
.................................... "" ... """""............................... . ............................... to the already low faculty morale 
GOOD EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK visible on campus: By instituting this 
According to the CoUkge Placement Council's national study of 667 requirement, the school will .be 
public and private sector employers, the employment outlook for many lessening the role of professors in 
types of college graduates will c().ntinu~t9 be,g9PQ.~l?arri~gi;lny.~qdr;i\ID deciding curricllium. Who would.,.,. 
,ooWl.'ltumin i:he·etol1em9:"··.. " .... J:. , .. ' . ,,' better know what the curriculum ~~. iI'-> 
Fjfty percent expect their economic a ·tlook to improve for the should entailthanprofessors?"Alld.....-..
oj' 
remainder of 1979. Thirteen percent anticipate substantial why not include some student input 
improvement, thirty-seven percent expect slignt improvement, and for a change? Shouldn't. students' 
another 35 percent foresee no change from the first six months of 1979. have· a voice in their education? . 
The main factor in this year's busy recruiting season was the keen Further, research has produced 
competition for engineering graduates. Engineering showed the documented evidence stating that 
strongest gains with a 22 percent increase in "hires. The science/math each department has the right and 
technical category recorded a 19 percent advance, while empolyers the power to make curriculum 
indicated they had hired 12 percent more students with business-related decisions. Let me cite President 
degrees than in the previous year. In the non·technical category--which Adrian Ro~dilep,u's correspondence 
includes liberal arts--graduates showed an overall five percent gain. to the Student Government 
Metal/metal products registered the largest percentage increase President Kevin Preston (1973), 
among employer industries, with 46 percent, followed by public utilities .when the question of foreign 
with 44 percent and chemical/drugs at 41 percent. Other employer language arose: "We felt obligated 
categories reporting increases of ten percent or more were public to give the academic departments 
accounting, petroleum, and aerospace/electronics/instrumentation. an opportunity to consider the 
.... "" ................ "" ............ "" ...... "" .. "" ........ " .................... "" .. "" .......... ""."" ... """" ...... "" .. "".. matter ... and make recommen-
SOUTHEASTERN MASS. LUNG ASSOCIATION dation's.' Clearly and equitably, each 
The Massachusetts Thoracic SoCiety, an association of physicians, department was free to exercise its 
nurses and therapists specializing in respiratory diseases, has issued its own professional judgement." Why 
annual influenza immunizatioI} alert. The Society serves as the medical . is there-- now an effort to strip 
section of the American Lung Association of Massachusetts and is departments of their autonomy? 
concerned that the elderly and those with respiratory disease problems President Rondileau based his \ 
be properly immunized against the annual incidence of influenza. The decisions, o~ the foreign language 
Massachusetts·Department of Public Health expects a,mild outbreak of issue on the following criteria: a) the 
influenza this year, based on studies of last year's incidence around the reasons had to be consistent with 
world. Board of Trustees policy:. and b) the 
Dr. Allen Togut, a chest surgeon .from Brockton Hospital and reasons had to be specifically 
president of the Southeastern Massachusetts Lung Association related to departmental majors." 
(SEMLA) urged his fellow physicians in respiratory diseases 1.0 obtain the After a visit to the Board of 
needed vaccine and to prepare for the proper immunization of those Trustees office this summer 
patients who might be at risk of becoming infected as the influenza regarding this issue, two Board 
season ..lpproaches. The segment of bur population most likely at risk members assured me it was an .. 
includes those who have any chronic respiratory disorder, those extremely hazy area, with many 
with heart disease, diabetes or anemia. Older peroons, particularly those ambiguities. A legal. maxim dictates 
over age 65, are also susceptible. that ambiguity is usually interpreted 
Dr. Togut also recommends that those persons who provide essential to the advantage of the plaintiff, in 
community services or those who may be at increased risk of exposure this case the students opposing the 
such as' those who are medical care personnel should also be vaccinated. foreign language as a General. 
Only one dose of vaccine is necessary for those 27 years of age and Education Requirement. Secondly, 
older. Those under 27 who did not receive at least one dose last year will if the reasons had to relate to 
require two doses this year. Since the vaccine is produced in a chicken . departmental majors, then why is 
embryo, t.hose who are allergic to eggs or egg products should not be the faculty ir.1put being suppressed? 
given the flu vaccine. Why not distribute a faculty survey. 
A new pneumococcal . pneumonia is now available ana this (already composed by concerned 
immunization can be carried out at the same time. In many communities, students) and allow for their ideas 
local boards of health are planning to conduct public clinics for senior concerning foreign lanuage? How 
citizens to administer both the influenza and pneumonia vaccine. many departments have requested 
The Southeastern Massachusetts Lung Association. (SEMLA) has a that foreign language be reduced or 
. pamphlet available entitled "Facts About Pneumococcal Pneumonia" abolished from their requirements 
aria. anyone wishing a copy may contact them a1: P.O. Box 43, in the past few years? If I've raised 
,Mi~df::boTo, Ma. 02346. your curiosity, why not vistt Drs. 
"" ........ : ......................................................... "" ...... "", ........ """"" .................. ". Clifford and Kryzanekof the 
U. MASS. LECTURE SERIES Political Science. department? I. 
November 13: Arthur Schlesinger,Jr. to speak about "The Kennedy l;lelieve they were refused. such a 
Years in Retrospecf' in University of Massachusetts~.Series of· request la?t spring ?y the 
Distinguished Lectures "John F. Kennedy and His Legacy";t0,·. UndergraduateCurnculum 
commemorate opening of John F. Kennedy Library at 3 p.m. A1#qitof,}~m').fn' •. <;:9ml~jt.t~.~thl' !";, ' •. ' '." . 
010 Building, Harbor Campus, U. Mass/BostoD. For more information: Further, PreSident Rondlleau 
287·1900.' (Cont. on p.5) 
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FREE TUITION 
Join the Massachusetts National Guard and receive 100"" free tuition to 
any statE' funded college or universitv. 
Participating Colleges art': . 
Berkshire Community College 
Bristol Community College. Bunker Hill Community College. Cape Cod 
Community College. Greenfield Community College. Holyoke 
Communit~ College, Massachusetts Bay Community College. 
Massasoit Community College. Middlesex Community College. Mount 
Wachusett Community College. Northern Essex Community College. 
~o~th ~hore Community College. Quinsigamond Community College. 
Spnngfleld Tech. Community College, Roxbury Community College. 
University of Lowell. Southeastern Massachusetts Universitv. 
University of Massachusetts·Boston. University of Massachusett's· 
Amherst, Fitchburg State College. Westfield State College. Bridgewater 
State College, North Adams State College. Massi)chusetts Maritime 
Academy. Massachtlsetts School of Art. Worcester State College. 
Salem State College. Boston State College. and Framingh<:lm State 
College. Call toll free 1-800-683-7600. 
~ •••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••• * •••••••• - •••••••••••••• -
LEISURE GUIDANCE WORKSHOPS 
The Center for Leisure Guidance sponsors a workshop on SENSING 
un November 10. Are your senses dulled? Are you unable to relax and let 
the world in? Would you like to examine the interplay between the 
senses. emotions. and the body? Let the richness of life unfold .. .for more 
information call 266·4646. 
The Center for Leisure Guidance sponsors the first of a series of 
fasting workshops on Saturday, November 3. This unique opportunity in 
a supportive group setting to gain understanding of the basic principles 
and proced:.Jres of fasting and awareness of the role food has played and 
continues to play in one's own life. For more information call 266-4646. 
...... -............ _- ............. - ............. - ......... _ ..... . 
NA TIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
The National Research Council plans to award approximately 2Ei 
Postdoctoral Fellowships for Minorities in a new program designed to 
provide opportunities for continued education and t'xperience in 
.r~search to Black Americans. Mexican Americans 'Chicanos, Puerto 
Ricans. and Native Americans. Fellowship reCIpients will be selected 
from among scientists. engineers, and humanities scholars who show 
greatest promise of future achievement ill academic research and 
scholarship in higher education. 
In this national competition supported hy the Ford Foundation. 
citizens of the United States who are members of one of the designated 
minority groups. who are engaged in college or university teaching. and 
who hold doctoral degrees may apply for a fellowship award of one 
year's duration. New doctorate recipients who-intend to pursue careers 
as college or university faculty members will also be considered. 
Awards will be made in the areas of behavioral and s.ocial sciences. 
humanities. engineering sciences. mathematics. physical sciences. life 
sciences. and for interdisciplinary programs of study. Awards will not be 
. made in professions such as medicine. law, or social work, or in such 
" areas, ,a~,educatjonal administration. curriculum supervision. or 
personnel and guidance. Tenure or a fellowship provides postdoctoral 
research experience at an appropriate nonprofit institution of the 
Fellow's choice. 5uch as a research university. government laboratory, 
privately-sponsored nonprofit institute. or a center for advanced study 
such as the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Palo 
Alto. California; the Institute for Advanced Study. Princeton. New 
Jersey; the Institute for Research on Poverty of the University of 
~isc.onsin, Madison, Wisconsin; the Newberry Library, Chicago. 
IllInOIS; and the Woodrow Wilson CenterforScholars. Washington D.C. 
The deadline date for the submission of applications is February 1. 
1980. Further information and application materials may be obtained 
from the Fellowship Office, National Research "Council, 2101 
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418 . 
••••.• w.~ .••• w.~ •••••••••• ~ •• ~ •••••••• " •••• _ •• , ••••• ~ •••••••• 0. __ •••• _. 
TEAM APPROA CH TO DIABETES 
Dr. Clark Sawin, Program Chairman of the American Diabete's 
Association, New England Affiliate. announces a Diabetes Symposium 
and Workshops scheduled for Wenesday, November 7. at Lantana 
Restaurant 43 Scanlon Drive. Route 128 exit 67 South. behind Holiday 
Inn, Randolph. Mass. from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Fe.atured topics for Physicians and Allied Health Professionals will be 
"Diabetes Update"--Ronald Arky. M.D., "Sexuality and Diabetes"--Alan 
J. Wabrek, M.D., and Carolyn J. Wabrek. M. Ed. "The Allied Health 
Educator: The Keystone of Diabetic Education"·-Patricia A. Lawrence, 
R.N., M.A. 
Featured Workshops for Physicians and Allied HealthProfessio~nals 
will .include: "Assessing Education Needs for Diabetics and their 
Families." "Practical Approaches to Community Nutrition Education in 
Diabetes," "Counseling the Adolescent Diabetic," "How to Help the 
Family Cope with Diabetes," "Managing the Handicapped Diabetic," 
"Exercise,and Insulin Dependent Diabetes." 
For further inforamtion, please write or call the American Diabetes 
Association, New England AffilIate, 377 Elliot Street, NewtonUper Falls. 
MA 02164 Telephone: 965-2323. 
ASSOCIATES FOR HUMAN RESOURCES 
A decade ago Gestalt therapists were considered upstarts in the 
psychological community. Now. ten .years later, the original teachers 
have become honored professionals for their innovative and novel 
?1pproaches to mental health. Joseph Zinker, who is one of the original 
masters, will be in Cambridge. Saturday, November 17 giving a 
lecture/demonstration on the "experiments" whIch is aile of the most 
exciting aspects of Gest.:;lIt therapy. . 
The lecture/demonstration is being sponsored by Associates for 
Human Resources, Inc. AHR is an educational center located in 
Concord, Mass. and provides a variety of different psychological 
services. Tickets to Dr. Zinker's lecture can be obtained by calling AHR 
at 259-9624. 
·······-YOViH~~BAARE···· .. ··· .. ········-··· .. ······ .. ···-· .............. _ .................... __ .. .. 
Needed··Young adults to arrange ·activities for retarded citizens. The 
commitment will be two evenings a month, for length of school year. The 
second Thursday of each month wilibe topJan a social event to be held 
on the fourth Thursday of each month. 
Anyone interested in this Volunteer Opportunity should contact the 
Old Colony Voluntary. Acti~n Center5~8·3460, .. '. .. " 
n After My Initial 
Disbelief Wore 
Off.a." 
Ie ont fr()l11 p .. J 
::ililtl'S thelt. "TI1l'rl' I.\.'.b ,\11 
undl'rl~'ing nmCOml(,1tn pritKlpl(' dS 
well. n,\1lwly. thilt inheH'flt in tl1l' 
BOitrds of Trust e('s' P()iIC~' c1L'C Isiot1 
thi)] c' foreign l"nguilgl' might not hI.' 
rl'quirE'd b~' the College but mlght bt, 
by i:\n academic depztrlment in 
relation to the requiren"'lcnts 1m its 
major. it was assumed thdt the 
recommendations of the d~part­
ments ,-vere professional 
judegements. not te b", overruled by 
an~' segment or step or the College 
Community governdnce process, 
including the President. .. " Followed 
by ... "1 felt bound to accept i1S a 
deci::;ive any single valid relevant 
reason advanced by a department." 
Incredibly. these principles have 
been carelessl~' disregi:\rded. 
In conclusion. I would like to state 
that each individual should be 
allowed tho have a choice in his 
curriculum. In forcing students to 
consistently increase their load of 
General Education Requirement. 
one is only diminishing one's 
opportunity for gaining expertise in 
his major. Is this just one more step 
in making Bridgewater State 
" College a five· year program for 
degree conferrment? I certainly 
hope not. I also hope that students 
will be allowed the freedon of choice 
for the basi::; of their courses. for 
students have been denied too 
many of their rights already .• 
. - In Sincerity 
Susan M. French 
Fire Alarms At 
Great Hill 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to speak for a few 
moments about the deplorable fire 
alarm situation up at the Great Hill 
dormitory, Yes. they are 
unnecessary. dangerous, and if the 
person pulling them is ever caught 
he or she should be severely 
~unished, But is it really necessary 
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lor I tw 1\1"(' cit'p.ll·tIlWt11 t( I "l'llel 11111'(' 
trucks. d Cdt. .Ind .11\ .ullhul.I!ll"I' [I i 
("leli ,\ldrll1 \',:lwn tlw\," {',m hl' ,limosl 
Cl'r1dll1 ut 7~{ I iIn;; 
E.\ch t lllH' ,j t ,Ib" "IMlll IS )lull"d 
the I.,-,hull' dorm pnj1Uldtloll isforct'cl 
!o st .ll1d OUbldl' tor 30 ·F, minlll I'S .11 
.lll~' time .my w(',\tI1l'r. Tlwrl' iSdls() 
a bill irom the Bndgl'wdter Fin' 
Dl'pdrtll1enl for t1pproximatl'ly 
$SOO! This is because t'1.'('rvtinw 
there is an alarm tlwy send just 
dbout the)' have. even though there 
is nothing to burn! (Concrete is 
rekttively fireproof.) 
Considering t he law of averages 
between false alarms and actual 
fires I think that the Hill could get 
along nicely with iust an ambulance 
and one truck re~ponding. If a real 
fire ever is in progress they can 
always call for more equipment. 
They're close enough. 
It is bad enough that everyone has 
to stand outside in' cold weather 
without paying $500 each time for 
equipment that isn't needed. The 
dorm deposits will only go so far. 
I hope that the few people that are 
inconsiderate enough to pull the 
alarms in the first place will quickly 
realize that .there is no fun in 
standing outside in the snow at 2 
a.m. on a Tuesday night. and I hope 
that the Bridgewater Fire 
Department will realize that college 
students don't have money coming 
out of their ears. They can save both 
dorm residents and themselves a lot 
of money and aggravation by not 
sending excessive amounts of 







. I was highl~ shocked 3t your 
~rresponsible attack on the S,G.A. 
Il1 last weeks Comment. Since you 
~pparently didn't feel it was 
Important to state all the facts. allow 
me to do so. Mr. LaFlamme et al 
approached myself and the Right; & 
F reedbm Committe,e· chairperson' 
lI'q,lrdlllq d S:-i P,lI klll'l tit i",1'1 1111" 
tdl fh('\" hold l"I'It'I\'('clulllll"ri'; 1;\1". 
kit 111,11 "'«liIH'WH' ()llWI riWll 1111". 
"hI nlld Jld\,.' 111,' tick('! 11"I<lu",' rill'\, 
\wn' .Iill'q. !cq,tlly 11.\rk('d V,:" lUI!/! 
TI'I('rn,d tlWll1 In Brockll Il1 I )1,,1111 I 
Courl bl'c,IlIS,' tlw·, '.'.'<1'> 01 (1':11 
pr()blem ,Illel IOldlv nUl oj (Jlll 
!uTl::;dirtICJI1 .. 
One ()f 111<' m('ml){'r~ III Mt 
LaFI'lmmes (',n pool sl,lted thIn sh( 
didn't h,)vf! tlw tinw t() q() to C()ur~ 
becausl' she was to husv ,mel t hd: 
the S.G.A. should rellrl'SPI1I lwr III 
court! I still (,111't get OVl'r t hiS; d()l'~i 
not the tille Student Gowrnnwlll 
Association contdlT1 d w()rd 
"student" thereby S(dllt1!1 Ih.ll \VI' 
<lre also students Df this lKddl'mlc 
facility'?! At least the members of thi' 
Senate taken the tim<.' to try to 
actively do something about Whill 
goes on about this Cdmpus rather 
then sitting back and complaining 
and name-calling! (Do you hear me 
Mr. Dupont??!!) 
This group was also offered 
positions on the Traffic Control 
Committee by the S.G.A. President 
to rmght the wrongs tha'( they 
experienced. Unhappily they 
refused because a1 least two were 
s\oing out student teaching this 
quarter. Lastly, Mr. LaFlamme et 31 
approached the Senate as a whole 
requesting that "They" pay the $3 
parking ticket . The entire ordeal 
was out of the Senate's hand and 
they quickly referred it to an all 
College committee that could 
possibly do something about the 
lack of lines problem; also they 
referred them to District Court 
again. 
[n closing Mr, LaFlamme allow 
me to refer you to your ticket once 
again. It says Brockton District 
Court and that 
where the matter has to be settled!! 
I'm not about to ask the Senate to 
spend student funds on any of my 
parking fines whether they be legal 
or not. Mr. LaFlamme. admit at 
least to yourself that you where 
barking up the wrong tree and 
unjustly accusing your fellow 







Saturday Special '4pm to 8pm 
Roast Prime Rib 
$6.95 
OpenMon. through Sat. 7amto 8pm 
42 Central Square 
Bridgewater 
HomeCooked~Meals 
10% off with student ID 
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Comrnentary: 
Office of Student Life 
by E. Ilene Hantzis 
If ~:ou havE: a problem end think !lOU should go to The Office of Student 
Liie for help··don't. 
At or"ent;;tion, all freshmen, received the "cvme to us for help" lecture 
given tCiusby' the Office of Student Life administrators. This )Iear. whenI 
needed advice on a residency problem. I decided to take them up on their 
offer. 
Two I.\.'eeks ago, on Oct. 11th, I went to the Student Office and Talked 
to Peter Hartel, Residenr Assistant for Housing. For personal reasons, I 
told him I ielt cumpelled to leav€: the Great Hill Residencv Hall. I then 
asked the follov..!i,lg questions concerning alternative::. -for housing: 
1) Were there any vacancies in other residency halls? and 2) If r moved 
off-campus, could I recieve any refund on my dorm fees? He informed 
me that there were no vacancies in any of the other residente hall, and as 
far as he could see, no other openings for the remainder of this semester. 
The only possibility, he claimed, was becoming a "floater"··a short-term 
occupant in a dorm room which is temporarily vacant, for such reasons 
as student teaching or field experiance. Unfortunately, when the person 
returns to school the floater then has to give up the room to the original 
occupant and is then stuck out in the cold themself. Mr. Hartel then said 1 
would get no refund iff took the only other alternative and withdrew from 
the residency hall to move off campus! He also stated that J would 
probably never get accepted into a dormitory again because I would be 
placed on the bottom of the dorm waiting list. 
I then left Mr. Hartel's office and went to the Student Government and 
spoke to an S.G.A. lawyer. He advised me on my rights as a resident 
student. He pointed out that on page 1 of the Residency Hall contract 
and in the Residency Handbook (page 6), it specifically states that 
students may receive pro rata refunds, the remaining,of my advance 
payment on the dorm room that will no longer be occupied by myself, 
provided they notify the Director of Housing in writing,before leaving, 
and that there is total occupancy campus wide--this means that every 
room on campus must be filled before I could get my refund. Mr. Hartel 
showed me a dorm waiting list consisting of several hundred students. 
Therefore, every room on campus should be occupied and I should get 
my refund. Yet, Mr. Hartel told me I could get NO refund \Nhatsoever. 
Fast for a World Harvest 
On Oct. 12th, I went back to the Office of Student Life and spoke with 
Maureen Fitzgereld, Director of Housing. I told her about my previous 
conversation with Mr. Hartel, about the advise the S.G.A, lawyer gave 
me, and what my contract stated. Ms. Fitzgereld then saidl could not get 
a refund--at this time·-because not all the dorms on campus· were 
occupied! Why!? There are several hundre.d students ona dorm waiting 
list. Ms, Fitzgereld mentioned a vacancy at Woodward Hall. 
On two separate days, two adminstrators inthe same office gave me 
completely contradictory stories. If I had taken their original advice as 
final say I would still be in the same situation or worse! . . 
After solving my problem, some very disturbing question"; hung in my 
mind. Why should students be subjected to misinformation from 
admistrators who supposedly know all the information or ca.n at least be 
depended upon to find out the correct information?Why should BSe 
studentsha~e to suffer because of thelackof communication about facts 
between' 'aamll1stl'ators in thesa'm'e-otfice'(.: Arid the most c;iisturbing 
question: How many students have suffered serious consequence~" 
because of the inefficiency of the administrators at BSC? 
Until these and other questions are answered sufficiently··myadvice is 
if· you have a housing problem seek out other means of advis.::: and 
don't give up that quickly. Finally, if you must deal with these 
administrators have the information they give to you vertified by a 
reliable source!l! 
by Nancy Paglione 
Think about it... 
The per capita income of most 
families of the developing work; is 
between $50.00 to $200_00 a year. 
For the suburban American family 
to reduce its standard of living tG 
this level: just follow these eleven 
steps suggested by Robert 
Heilbroner in his book, The Great 
Ascent: 
1) Take out the furniture except (or 
a few old blankets, a kitchen table 
and a chair. 
2) Take away all the clothing, except 
for the oldest dress or suit for each 
member of the family and a shirt or 
blouse. Leave one pair of shoes for 
the head of the fi;lmily. . .' . 
3) Empty the ···refrigerator··· .. and 
pantry, except for a small bag of 
flour, some sugar and salt, a few 
potatoes for tonight's dinner and a 
dish of pried beans. 
4) Dismantle the bathroom, shut off 
the water, remove the electri.,: 
wirin!-=\. 
5) Take the house away and m.ove 
the family in the toolshed. 
6) Remove all the other houses in 
the neighborhood and set up in its 
')Iace a shanty town. 
7) Cancel all subscriptions to 
newspapers, magazines and book 
clubs. This is no great loss since 
your famil~r is now illiterate. 
8) Move the nearest clinic or hospital 
two to fOl .. r hours away. 
9) Throw Jut the bank books, stock 
certificates, pension plans ar.~ 
insuranc~ policies and leave your 
family a cash hoard of $5.00. 
10) Give the head of the family three 
tenant acres to cu tivate. 
11) Lop 25 to 30 years off each 
members life expectancy. 
O~Thursday, Nov.15, students, 
faculty, .. administrators-arid st aff at 
BSC will have the opportunity to 
directly share their resources with 
people in Latin America, Asia and 
Africa who are struggling to survive. 
By giving up eating for the day or 
by contributing money that would 
r:ormally be spent on food for that 
day, partIcipants will be joil1lng 
man~' around the country 111 
OxFam-America's Fast for a World 
Harvest. 
Resident students, who wish to 
participate in the Fast should sign 
up outside the entrances to the 
cafeterias between 1:1e dates of 
~Ov. 6·13. Thl' Food Service will 
donate $1.35 tor each student who 
chooses to give up their lunch and 
supper on Nov. 15. Commuters, 
faculty and stafff who wish to 
participate should drop off their 
donations at the Catholic Center or 
outside the bookstore between 
11am and'1:30pm on the day of the 
Fast. 
The Catholic Center will offer a 
~ard_IOIl and a cup of c1enr soup to 
,all 'par:tkipa:ntso{ the Fast.,A 9:00 
prayer service and a 12 noon and 
tpm mass will also be said on that 
day. 
So rernember the date Novemb8r 
15 and think about doing your part 
;n helping to alleviate the problem of 
world hun~er. 
Thank You ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Homecoming 
Tickets Dear Sir: I would like to public ally thank 
BSe Political Science Cluh 
President Mike Jorgeson as well as 
his officers and members for their . 
invaluable aid in arranging last' 
week's visit of presidential-II 
candidate U.S. Representative Phil-
Crane (R·IHinois). Without their 
help . in attending to countless 
details; . Rep. Crane's presence at 
s I would just like to write about my 
disappointment in the way that 
Homecoming tickets were sold. I 
waited in line approximately 45 
minutes to an hour waiting to get 
tickets to Irish night and Sass. Much 
to my dismay as I got in the door. 
they stopped selling tickets for Irish 
Night and say rthat they are saving 
75 tickets for 6 pm. that evening. I 
find this ridiculous in that tickets 
should be sold first come first serve 
and whatever tickets left are 050ld 
at 6p.m. If the reasonsbehind this is 
that the student teachers deserved 
a chance to purchase the tickets I 
find that a lot of hogwash. First of all 
Iskippeda class t9huy my tickets 
and second . of all, all a student 
teacher had to' do was to give 
another student· his LD. to get 
him/her their tickets. Unless there is 
another reason I see no idea why the 
ticket selling went on this way. 
BSe would not have been possible. n. 
After I bought my tickets to Sass 
in the afternoon: I was told lcouldn't 
go back in line that evenuing with 
my I.D. to purchase Irish night 
tickets because I hcid purchased my 
tickets in· the afternoon The·. only 
way- I.could get the ticketsw~to 
obt~inanother persons 1.0 .. That 
night r. waited another hour from· 5 
o'clock and the majority of the 
people waiting in Ilne were the same 
people who's atteinptsat 
purchasing tickets in the afternoon 
were thwarted. 
So I waited in line two different 
times for an hour each time bllt rest 




Scheduling a presidential 
candidate is "iffy" at best and· 
tedious at its worst. The members 
and officers of the Political Science 
Club are, indeed, deserving' of 
commendation and recognition for 
this effort. 
i 
I think that all who were present 
can easily agree that it was an event 
well worth the time spent on it. Let's: 
all hope that more of the same wilL 
occur at BSC. 
Sincerely, 
James B DuPont 
Poli·ScienceMajor 
Class of 1980 
ilInvigorating?" 
Having never seen Man of La 
Mancha, T did not; feel qualified 
enough, to comment' on the 
controversy regarding the use of the" 
word~invlgorating" in connection 
woth the rapescene .. Now that I 
have seen it,. I fee comfortable 
saying that. the -scene was. not 
invigorating .. This is in no way a 
criticism of the performance, which 
was excellent. As a woman, I don't 
think it's possible for anything 




246 Main Street Brockton. 588·8426 
Checkout Headlines for your alternative lifestyle supplies; A full line 
'Of smoking ·paraphern·aJia~posters, used records,&8tra.cks,t~shirts, 
unique jewelry, unusual gift items. Stop by and meet Rob,Diane, 
Peter, Kathy and Lauren. 
I 00/0 off purchases_.over $5.()O when you show y()ur BSCID, 
Good Music Good,>People Good Stuff 
ON' SALE NOW!! 
T-Shirts $3.75 
Mugs $3.00 
Watc'h for HAT'S and 
BALLOONS!! 
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THURSDA Y , NOV 1st 1979 
7:30 ------------------------- _________ Maynard Ferguson Concert --$4.00 
8:00 ________________________________ Kick-Off Party-Canoe Club--$3.00 
9:30- ________________ -' ________________________________ __________ Disco Ballroom--$1.25 
FRIDAY NOV 2nd 1979 
3:00 ____ . ______ . __ ... _____ New Games, Athletic Fields--All Welcome 
6:00. __________ . _____ ... ____ .... _._ .. _____ .... Happy Hour, PolishClub-~$1.50 
6:30. _____________ Rally-Gym-Cheerleaders & Football Team 
7:30 .--------- .. ------.-----.---.- ... ---- .. ___ ..... _._~ ___________ . __ ._. Bonfire. at the Hill 
8:00. __ . ___ . ___ . __ ._ "'SASS" DancejConcert-Ballroom--$2.50 
12:00AM .. __ . ____ ._. _________ ..... Horror Movie-' Subject to Change 
SATURDAY, NOV 3rd, 1979 . 
lO:OOAM .. _._._ ..... ______ ._ .. ____ . ______ ._._. ____________ Soccer BSC us Curry 
lO:OOAM ... ______ . ____________ . ___________ . Coffee&Donuts-Cath Center 
11· ·30AM· .. ; .. , ..... ~ .. ,., .... : ................ ; .. ' ' .. E/0Qr .. , .. JM __ tl'irll1lilll~~tt~~€»!J9~fJ;,.,:i.fi:~~"t;ir;' .. :;;.i.');.:....j, 
. "J2~ 15PM .~~~~~~'~~ :~~:~~~:~~~.~.~~~~_. ____________ .. _.~._~ __ . _~ ___ ~._~ ~.~._:_::~_~~ ___ :_~_~_~ _  ~ __ ~c_p;;;tlae· ' .. : ... ' . ' .. <.) 
12: 15 _ .. ____ .. ___ ..... ____ . _____ ._ .. _ .. _ Tailgaiting Party-Swenson Field 
1:30 ________ ._. __ ._ ... ____ ... _. ________ ....... __ Football Game BSC vs. Curry 
__ ._. ______ ..... _ .. _ .... ____ . ___ .... ___ .. __ .. __ .. _ .. _. Halftime Show & Awards 
4:00._._. __ .. _. __ ._~ __ .. __ ._._ .. _ .. ~ SGA Alumni Event, SGA Chambers 
4:00 ___ .. ____ ,; ________________________ ~~_ ._~ ____ -.-_ .. ---.... -_., .---.. -.;. .. -.~-.-- -.... -. Rat Ope~ 
PARTIES . . * 
8:00-------------.-.... -------.- .. --.--.---- ... ---.- Cabin Fever-Rat--$2.50 
8:00.-.. :.-... --- ..... ---- ___ " ___________ ._Nite Club-Ballroom --$2.50-
8:00: ________ . _________ . __ Sold Out ___ Irish Night Tilly--$3.50* 
8:00 .. ______ .. _.,_Monte Carlo Nite-. Commuter Cafe--$2.2S. 
*Must be 20 years old 
-All college welcome 
Tickets for all events( except Irish Night) 
are still on sale at the Info Booth and in front· 
of thi~ Bookstore. 
Tickets 'are still available for Monte' 
Carlo/Gangster Nite, featuring the Marvells 
on Saturday, Nov. 3rd' from 8 pm-12 
midnight--ONLY$2.25. All Ages Welcome, 
non-alcoholic tropical beverages will be 
,served. Tickets available .in front of th~ 
Bookstore or at SGA. 
Join us and LET THE 
GOOD TIMES ROLL 
• ..~ '"' ." ," • " '."'~: • • ~ ._' ','. t, 
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The Arts 
by Joe McDonald 
I'd like to start off by thanking Lynette for composing the r;['w graphic 
for me. I don't know how to thank her. 
The five surviving members of Lynyrd Sk~'nyrd: Gary Rossington. 
Allan Collins, Leon Wilekson, Artimus Pyle and Billy Powell, have 
reunited. The five, now known as The Rossington-Collins Band, has 
added Barry Harwood on guitar and vocals. 'Speaking of changes in 
bands., Jethro Tull has added a new bassist. Dave Pegg replaces John 
Glascock who had been sick since op€n heart sur~ery two years ago. 
An audit of Memphis pharmacy r~cords turned up'the name of Elvis 
Presley on prescriptions for large amounts of drugs. Charges of gross 
n:gligence have been filed against his personal physician, Dr. George 
NlChopolous. Apparently, the day before Elvis' died, he received the 
followmg drugs: 20cc. and 50 pills of Dilaudid, 100 Percodans, 150 
quaaludes, 178 Dexadrine pills, 112 Amy tal pills and 100 Biphentamines. 
According to RoUing !::itone Magazl11€", a J::Saptlst Memona! HOSpital 
employee said that in addition to having a Severe case of hardening of the 
arteries, Elvis suffered amyloidosis. That is a degeneration of the tissue of 
the liver. The employee said, "he was an overdose just waiting to 
happen". 
On the.fourth night of MUSE concerts at Madison Squart Garden, a 
tussle erupted in the audlEmcehetween rock photographer Lynn 
Goldsmith and former boyfriend Bruce Springsteen. Allegedly, 
Springsteen saw Lynn in the audience and dragged her up on stag~. After 
an argumentative bout, Springsteen tossed her offstage to chants of 
"Macho Boss". Now that's rock and roIL ", 
According to a study in CashBox, disco may be dying out 
(FINALL Y!).lt seems that disco singles still make up one-third of the top 
25 but the number of disco albums has dropped between 20 and 40 Cli, 
over the past few months. The study further notes that there are 
relatively'few new artists breaking into the d!sco market. 
It seems that the Runaways are getting morepuhlicity now than when 
. they were together. First, Cherie Currie (along with her sister, Marie) 
breaks into Billboards Hot 100 with thesingle, "Since You've Been 
Gone". If you remember, I mentioned that several weeks ago and Leo 
Wiltshire, in a recent Airplay, stated that it was a big hit here at WBIM. 
Now Joan Jett is making a movie. The film, We're All Crazy Now, is 
about an all-girl band and she co-stars with Arte Johnson. Cl..l:rrently, Jett 
is recovering from a heart valve infection which occurred' ~ul"inga recent 
bout with pneumonia. . 
STUD BOYS UNITE! Duty Now For The Future Is Her~rO.~vo's new 
album has not received as much critical acclaim as their firsLeftort.The 
musical theme revolves around the theory of de·evolution, where man 
reverts back to the monkey. Lyrics and vocals are banal and of ron corne 
off as being trite. Yet the music is top notch r.:Jeo·!1€'A,I wave. An 
interesting reworking of the old "Secret Agent Man" theme song is also 
included in this collection of original tunes. So head for your local record 
store because the future is now. 
George Thorbgood's Better Than the Rest should have been titled, 
"Worse Than All Others". While the musicianship on these early tapes 
appears to be superb, the. production is horrible. The sound quality is 
muddy and far from clean and crisp. One can easily see why Thorogood 
so vehemently protested the release.of C lis album. It reak:; of last weeks 
garbage. . 
BSCStudent Directs Play 
by Paula Altieri 
( 
PROGRAlv1 COMtvllTTEE 
HOMECOMING EVENTS BEGIN TODAY 
That's riSlhl. Homecorlllng :-:; 
here. The time oj ~ . .'ear v,·hen BSe i~ 
in high spints and ps~.:ched tor (\ 
good time. 
The goorl times hegin :ll roll or~ 
Thursday. NOI:ember 1. I.\:nh the 
music of iazz musician. IvL:\\.'nard 
Ferguson,'at 7:30 p.lll .. tolb ... ied by 
a disco in the Ballroom and a kick· 
off party at the Canoe Ciub. The 
disco starts at Y:30. the kick-oft 
party, at 8:00. 
On Saturday. November 3. t,\.'o 
events will be presented. Bmh 
events cost 52.50. I.vhich includes 
free snacks. 
Featured in tne Rathskellar is. 
Cabin Fever. a country·rock band. 
Upstairs in the Ballroom wiil be The 
Ellis Hall Band. playing disco. To 
start the night off early. l\Lke 
Condry will be playing country·rock 
in the Rathskellar from 4 to 6 p.m. 
'Cabin Fever'. a countJ1,'-rock band. will be playing in the Rathskellar on 
Saturd~y, November 3. The concert is sponsored by the Pro ram 
CommIttee. 9 
The Deep will pla~.' m [he auditorium Tickets for all the e'vents are on 
On Friday. November 2. the film. aI 7 p.m_ and agaiq on Sunday at 7 sale in the Student Union p.m. . , Information Booth. 
Reviews 
Serpico Goes Brooks Brothers 
by Richard Pickering 
And Justice For All is a disjointed 
movie with all the intensitv of a 
twenty-five watt bulb. Arthur 
Kirkland (AI Pacino) is an honest 
lawyer, obnoxious as sin, but 
honest. Totally involving himself 
with every client, Kirkland is the 
Marcus Welby of law. The judicial 
dvnamo is moving in so many 
main thrust of the film. Arthur of this. The ride is shot with a 
Kirklancl's conflict with a dishonest stationary camera, facing an 
judge. is clouded by superfluous obviously grounded chopper. Buck 
action. Rogers is filmed with more 
AI Pacino is forced to play a ingenuety. Romance means a,tight 
pushy. overbearing 'lawyer with all close-up. lifting from daytime 
the appeal of athletes foo:. It is dramas. 
directions that he gets nowhere. 
does the tIIm. 
The screenplay, by Valerie 
Curtain and Barry Levinson, is a 
hodgepodge of Lou Grant e·pisodes. 
Justice examines aging, prisons, 
death, and the judiciary. -none of 
I them to closely or skillfully. Curtain 
and Levinson revel in pointless 
su bplot s. Grand pa' 5 fail ing 
memory, a transvestite's court case, 
highly likely that his girlfriend ~oes Compared to Harold Becker's 
to bed with him merely because she The Onion Field. And Justice For 
tinds an honest person strangely A II is un rea lis tic, . a I m 0 s t 
erotic. Trying desperately to bring sensationalistic. Justice wants to be 
life to a mundane film character. drama with punch. The Onion Field 
Pacino overplays everything. He_ is, without the reaching quality of 
says. "Coffee. please", as if it·had the Jewison film. Field is so taught it 
twenty underlying meanings. Arthur seems mathematically planned. 
Kirkland belongs ill a television where Justice is confusing and 
series with Gail Fisher LlS his trusty meandering. To quote an overused 
secretary. line from the movie.'What is going 
Norman Jewison. a noted on here"?". 
television producer director. has no 
feel for the wide screen_ An 
. and a.cx:az.ed lawyer, prevent th~ 
"plot" from moving forward. The ~d~~~\1rh~J~h~h~r,~l~~?!~i:~~~~~' , .. : ... · ... +lChainsawi~~.,,~~;·;:. 
I Apocalypse' - Must Be Seen 
by GIl tsjlSS 
Francis Ford Coppola. veteran of quality films SLle h as Godfather I and 
II, The Conversation, has spent five years and thirty million dollars or: .n 
epic that could gain him recognition as one of the worlds leading film-
makers. 
It seems to have become fashionable lately, to produce films on the 
Vietnam War. Once a taboo sublect. Americans have now come "up 
front" about their guilt feelings' concerning Vietnam. and artistic media 
have exploited this notion. 
Apocalypse Now, starring Martin Sheen and Marlon Branda, is a film 
combining elements of Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. with a 
Vietnam War setting. As Conrad dealt with a trader named Kurtzz who 
built a following with himself as a god in theBeigial1 Congo, Coppola's 
screenplay deals with a Green Beret colonel who goes berserk and flghts 
his own wa~ in Cambodia. He is followed by Montagnard tribesmen who 
have instaJled Kurtzz as a livin~ god. Understandably. the American 
Command is upset with this situation. and sends Captain WilIard(Martin 
Sheen) on an assassination mission deep into Cambodia, aided by a 
naval patrol boat. ." 
As Willard proceeds up the river towards Cambodia, he is exposed to 
strangely juxtaposed images of war and civilization in the Fat East. 
Contrasted with Vietnam era warfare lr.!?thods of napalm and helicopter 
attacks are usa shows with Playboy bunnies, native spear and arrow 
attacks, and the divergent personalities present in the patml boat. An 
engaging segment of [he movie deals with the exploits of a surf-crazy 
C.O.(Robert DeNiro) who is prone to leading chopper attacks with the 
music of Wagner blaring from the speakers ("It scares the hell out of the 
gooks"). 
Massacres BSe 
by Joe McDonald 
The Tex'as Chainsaw Massacre 
has been called one of the goriest 
motion pictures ever filmed. It is a 
movie that belongs in the same 
classificatlon as The-Last House on 
the Left, et. aJ. Yet it is still a film that 
is fascinating but violent. 
The film opens with shots of two 
grisly corpses wired to a cemetary 
monument. From here on, t he tone 
of the film shifts radicali~'. A van 
containing five youths picks up a 
derranged hitchiker who slashes 
one of the youths' wrists with a 
razor. After they toss him out on his 
ear, the van proceeds on into the 
night. When the youths arrive at an 
old dark house (reminiscient of 
Psycho) their troubles begin. Two 
men are bludgeoned to death. 
Another is desemboweled by a 
chainsaw and a girl is impaled alive 
on a meat hook by an insane freak 
called "Leatherface" (so called 
because of his mask made of human 
flesh). 
Assistant director for the 
Brockton Community School 
Playhouse's production of Woody 
Allen's Smash comedv. Don't Drink 
The Water is Joe Lac'himia. Joe is a 
student . at Bridgewater State 
College majoring in Com-
munications with a mihor in 
Theatre. Joe has been working in 
theatre for seven years. He began 
his theatrical training by working 
backstage and" appearing in the 
chorus in Cardinal Spellman High 
School productions. ,Joe has 
worked with the Brockton 
Community Schoo~ Playhouse for" 
three years. He has been a member 
of" the BSCP TROUPE for three 
The further Willard traveis upstream, the more· the trap?ings of 
civilization are pulled away. until at Kurttz' compound, life is a 
kaleidosEope of misplaced values. 
years. His performc.nccs in BSCP Martin Sheen renders a performance whose intensity is n:..ltched only 
productions include t t,e Killer in by the physical toll the part demanded. Production was halted midway 
Sorry Wrong Numher," Angie in through the film ,as Sheen suffered a heart attack. Coppola has been 
Gypsy arid a member of the chorus accused of unfairly manipulating. the emotions and feeling. of Sheen 
in Pajama Game. Joe has also during this project, but the results are stunniT1g. Along with Badlands' 
worked backstage on many (1973 co-starring Sissy Spacek), this film ranks as one of the finest in 'lis 
Bridge:water State College career to date. 
In the concl~sion,' the last 
member of the group is captured by 
the rest of this family of crazy folks. 
She escapes i1nd is saved from 
cer·tain death when one of the 
loonies is crushed under the wheels 
of a spf'eding semi. But is she safe? 
Based directly on films like Psycho 
and The Sadist, the film is well 
directed and expertly photo· 
graphed. Even the acting is good. 
Still, the complaint exists that the 
film is far too violent to be 
considered art. I feel that while being 
violent, it is not as gory as it is 
cracked up to be. . 1 
Ensemble Theatre produ·ctions. Brando appears in an intense half-hour at the end, delivering a chilly 
Last year, Joe directed a one act performance as the insane military genius. Kurtzz renders an interestina 
play for "Yest Bridg<:waterHigh ,monologue on the merits of "moral terror". Viet Cong cutting off the 
School. Thlsyear, .~oe Is.a member arms of civilians who have been inoculated by the Americans against 
of the Board of Dlrec.tors. for the .. disease is an example used by Kurtzz admiring their "meanstoan endn. 
Brockton Commumty. School . I dislike reviews that seem to gain credence by telling thcwhok plot,so 
Playho~se~ . . . I won't fall into that pitfall. Apocalypse Now, of all the Vietnam War 
Don t DrmkThe Wa!(:1r . WIll be movies in the pa~t two year!3, provokes the closest introspection to date 
presented on November 9 a~s:i ~O at of our involvement, and the very psycholQ~1J of iun~le warfare situations. 
.8 p.m. at the. BHS AudltonUrn. A gut-wrenching piece bf work that should have lasting value, it is a must-
. Tickets will beailailabe al:the door. see for the politically and morally, conscious individual. 
I';~". "" .• , 
When compared to the 
previously ment:onl?d Last House, 
Chainsaw is relatively tame. Th e 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
relies on ,shock rCiither than long 
term blood and qore. 
Is. the film really the'~gorjest'ever 
made"? See for yourself, November' 
2 at midnight in the SSC Library 
Lecture Hall. You may never be the 
.samea:g~in~ 
Airplay 
GY Leo Wiltshire - . . 
Once again it is time for 'Airplay', the article that puts you mSlde WBIM 
91.5 FM. 
Each weekday, WBIM presents "Take Five". Four times a day, "Take 
Five" looks at special news feature dealing with major public issues. So 
listen in each day at 9:50, 1:50, 5:50 and 9:50 for "Take Five". 
This weeks feature album is Monty Python's Life of Brian soundtrack. 
This features specially selected bits from their controversial, but high!y 
successful new movie, Life of Brian. The album has been screened m 
advance and offensive dialogue has been faded out (which explains the 
several blank spots you will hear)withoLlt ruining the impact of The 
Pythons' hilarious sketches. So tune in to 91.5 FM during "Satyr DayNite 
Hysteria" at 10 p.m. for Monty Python." . " 
Looking for employment? WBIM presents The Job Lme . Each ~our, 
the BIM jocks offer a different job.opportunity with a number to call If you 
are interested ... "The Job Line" is a service of your radio station, WBIM. 
Wondering where all the sounds of yesterday went? They are here at 
WBIM. Tune in each Sunday morning at 9 a.m. for "The Sunday Morning 
Hall of Fame". From 9 to noon, Chip Barone spins all the classics you 
love to hear. 
This week, the profiled D.J. is Leo Wiltshire. Leo was born along time 
ago in a galaxy far, far away. He came to WBIM in the fall of 1978 ~nd has 
been on-the-air since January 1979. He originally became a D.J. 10 order 
to meet girls, but when things did not work out that wa~, he decided to 
stay on for the music. Leo is a Theatre ~a!or and currently a n;ember.of 
the class of '82. His favorite type of musIc IS , roc~ and roiL Leo s favonte 
Beatie is, Ringo Starr; group is KISS; flavor of ice cream is chocolate 
chip; time of day is night; movie is The Rocky Horror Picture Show and 
his favorite song of all time is"l Know What I Want and I Know How to 
Get It". To expain the spelling,of his show, Leo says - Satyr me,?ns a 
"lacivious man", lacivious means expressing "Iust or le~dness and 
Hysteria means "uncontrollable exitement':; You can ~md out ~o;, 
yourself what all this means by listening to Satyr Day·Nlte Hystena 
from 8 ·p.m. to midnight with Leo Wiltshire. Ro~k and Roll ~iv~s!. 
, I gUE:SS this is all for this week. Good luck to JIm Parr on hIS first ever 
"live" disco in the Ballroom tonight. I hope you get a good rock and roll 
crowd tonight, Jim. Have fun and I'll catch everyone on Saturday night. 
-~~ifi@lI~~." TAUNTON, MASS. 
(617) 822-0343 
Thurs. Nov. 1 
The. fine southern rock of 
Storm Warning 
Friday Nov. 2 
James Montgomery 
T e 
Sat. Nov. 3 
.Rizzz 
omm'ent 
Needs a Business 
Manager 
Responsibilities incilide basic 
book.keepjng and budget 
preparation. 
accpunting 
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: Outside Bridgewater/Brockton': 
I 1 
I I 
by Karen Tobin I Current - The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas at Boston's I 
I attended the Friday evening I Shubert Theatre. Performances will be held on Monday and Saturday I 
performance of Man Of La Mancha I evenings at 8 p.m. and on Wednesda~ and Saturday afterno?ns at 2 ~.m. I 
and was impressed by the entire I The play will run through Saturday mght, November 2. For mformatlon, I'" 
production. Acting. singing and I call 617-489-6745, ext. 212. I 
technical work VJE're all commend· 1 Current -- Cuckolds, a new musical by Andy Gaus, is at the Next I 
able. I Move Theatre in Boston. Performances are Wednesday-Saturday mghts 1 
Man Of La Mancha is really two I at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 7:30 p.m., through November 11. Contact I 
plays - a s~mi·historical frame and an I Linda Ettinger, 536-0600 for information. I 
imaginative narratIve. In the first, I Current -- Chardin 1699-1779, an exhibition of the works of French 
Miguel de CervcT1tes (Stephen I painter, Jean Simeon Chardin, is on show, now through November 18, at 
Gormley) and his servant (Donald the Boston Museum Of Fine Arts. For information, call 617-267-9300. 
Capen) are put into prison by the October 5-November 11 •. The Trinity Square Repertory Company 
Spanish Inquisition. presents, Bosom,S And Neglect, a comedy by John Gua.re. 
C'ervantes is puron·trial by his fellow Performances are Tuesday-Saturday evenings at Sp.m., Wednesday, 
prisoners (led by Donald Baillargeon Saturday and Sunday performances at 2 p.m. The Company is located in 
and Stephen Corrie a) and in order Providence, RI. Call 401-521-1100 for information. . ' 
to save on of his possessions, a October 30-November 11 _. Dirty Linen and New-Found-Land 
manuscript, he offers as his defense, a comedy by Tom .Stoppard, perfqrmed by the British American 
a story - the second of the plays. Repertory Company, will be at Boston's Wilbur Theatre. Performances 
The center of t he entire are Tuesday-Saturday evenings at8 p.m., Sunday evenings at7:30 p.m., 
production was Stephen Gormley. and matinees on Saturdays at 2 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. Tickets may 
His performance was one of ~epth I be ?btained at the Wilbur Theatre Bo~ Of~ce from .O~tobe: 15, or by 
an d perc eptio n. E s pecI a lly I callmg Teletron at (617)426-8383. Openmgmght curtam IS at 7.30 p.m. on 
impressive was his evocation of age. 'I October 30. I 
Steve's voice is excellent -especially I The Next Move Revue _. An improvised comedy show with music, I 
on "Dulcinea" and "The Impossible I which relies on audience suggestion, will be at the Next Move Theatre on I 
Dream". I Boylston Street in Boston. Performances are Tuesday evenings, , 
Donald Capen gave his usual fine I October 23 and 30, November 6 and 13, and December 4, 11 and 18, at 8 I 
performance as the comic sid~~ick. I p.m. . . . . I 
His songs, "1 Really Like Him and I Current -- Much Ado.About Nothang by WIlham Shakespeare, wdl i 
U A Little Gossip" were well Ibe presented by the Lync Stage at the 54 Charles Street Playhouse. i 
executed and he had many fine : Performances are Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings at 8 p.m., I 
comic moments. ,Saturday performances atS p.m. and 8:30 p.m. The play will run through I 
Laurie Sindone did a fine job as tNovember 20. Tickets'are $4-$6. For more information, call 742·8703. I 
Aldonza. Except for a little difficulty I October 25-November 17 -. The Gingerbread Lady, a play by I 
with high notes, her voice sounded INeil Simon, will be at the Syzygy Theatre at the· Jackson/Mann 
excellent, especially on "Dulcinea" ICommunity Centre at 500 Cambridge Street in Allston. Curtain is at 8 
and "What Does He Want From Ip.m_ Ticket information: 723-5181 or 783·2137. 
Me". I Current -- The World of Francois Truf/aut, a film festival, will be 
Mary Pio, was very good as lat Boston's Museum of Fine Arts through November 27. Film times are: 
Antonia. I was particularly ITuesdays at 7p.m. and Saturdays at 2p.m. Tickets for each film are $2. 
impressed by her improvement as a October 19-November 18 -- Born Yesterday by Garson !<anin, 
singer. . Iwill be at the Trinity Square RepertoryCompany on Washington Street 
Other good performances fin Providence Rl. Performances are Tuesday through Sunday evenings 
included those of Randy Doyle, lat 8 p,m., and selected Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday matin~es at 2 
Stephen Corriea; and Julie Hayes. IP.m. There will be discussion periods following performances on 
Especially effective scenes were ISunday, October 21, 8 p.m. (with Dr. Charlotte O'Keilly), Tuesday, 
the duet of "Man Of La Mancha" by IOctober 30 8 p.m. (with Dr. Kenneth Happe), and Saturday, November 
Gormley and Capen, the fight 117,2 p.m. (with Dr. Maury Klein). For more information, call (401)351- I 
~c:ene with ' .. , <;30~n~e¥I,·c;~jJen. 14242 . , I Sfu~~~d1~~~~~~nd~'~"~~' ~~~~ 
death of Don· Quixote. IThe first full weekend of each month. college students with proper ID wm I 
There were some very impressive ,be admitted for 99q: to the aquarium, which is located at Exit $0, off I 
technical effects. The staircase ,Interstate 95 in Mystic Connecticut. Opens daily at 9 a.m. { I 
which was raised and lowered into , November 3,4 -- The Sixth Annual New England Comic Art \ 
the prison was very effective. The IConuention Superheroes Festival at the Sheraton-Boston Hotel's Ie 
sunlight coming down the stairs was IBeacon Complex, 3rd floor. Features are: dealers tables with old comic 1 
also interesting. The windmill and I books, a Halloween costume contest, an all· night film marathon, and 
the well were also very impressive. Ipanel discussions. Adrnission·for adults is $3 for a day, $5 for the two I 
The production was directed'by 1 days. . ._ . _. -: ' . _~_ ,". '. . '-_._, 
Dr, Stephen Levine. Assistant I November 1 -- The Boston University ~ym~honyOrchestra I 
Director was John Richards. Dr. I and Concert Choir. will play at.theBoston Umverslty Concert 1-!all ~t I 
R.ichard J. Warye .was te~hni~al 1855 Comrr)onwealth Avenue in Boston at 8 p.m. The concert, whIch IS I 
d1rector and set deslgne:-. L1ghtmg I free, features music by Rameau, Debussy and Poulenc. I 
was designed by Dr. Levme. Dance I November 2 _. at 8 p.m. at the Boston University Concert Hall on I 
and Movement were. by ~onna'i Commonwealth Ave. in Boston, The Boston University Wind I 
Milani .Luther and.muslCa\ d1rector ~I;nsemble will pr~sent ~ free concert of music by Respighi, Bassett, \ 
was Vmcent Macnna. , . .Villa-Lob05 and Hmdemtth. I 
Tdhe t~nse:nllbble MThtehatrecs next 'I November 6 -- A concert at the Marsh Chapel, 735 Commonwealth I 
pro uc lon Wl e 0 er ourage \! . . . d A p. ,f M . C t' th I b B t 1t B ht h'ch will be ',Ave. m Boston, entitle, rogram OJ USIC ommemora mg e p~rfo~~~d D~~~mbe';" 61,7 and 8.in 'f V.isit a/Pope John PaulllJ wm be presented by the Boston University 1 
the Student Union Auditorium. ,I Brass Ensemble, at 8 p.m. 
I Current-November 18 •• The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and I 
I Mr. Hyde, a new play by Jon Knowles, is at the New England Repertory : A Little Romance !Theatre in Worcester, Mass. The play is based on Robert Louis I 
Stev.enson's novel. It will perform Thursday-Sunday at Sp.rn. and .on,' I Saturday and Sunday at 2 p. m. Reservations can be made by calling 617· I 
Romantic Comedy at the ,798.8685. . - J 
Colonial Theat.re in ~oston. Review I . Bridgewater/Brockton 
by Jerry Cacclapuotl I . . I 
The play has left Boston for Newl November 3' __ The New E~g-'e Jazz Band ·~fi·a~pear at the 
York. If you go to New York an~l Brockton High School A\:lditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are$4 for adults, $3 
want to spen? a couple of goo I for students and senior citizens.'For information: 580-7597. 
hours - catch It. ,. . S h 1 PI h '\I 
Mia Farrow and Anthony Perkins November 9-10·- The Brockton Commumty c 00 ay ouse W1 
and a fine supporting cast make thist pfesent Don't Drink The. W~ter, a comedy by '!'!oc:dy Allen, at the 
whole thing come together. I BrocktonHigh School Audltonum at 8 p.m. AdmISSion 1S $2.50, $1.50 for 1 
It' r ht d 'th 'cel senior citizens and stuc1ents. I l~ a 19d' co~. y FW1 ant. I November 14 --Ric Masten folk poet and songwriter, will appear at ., 
surPtTlse enl It.ngb· tt lath arJr~~ w~~l the First Parish Unitarian U~iversa.listl in Bridgewater, at 8 p.m .. I 9hfea - or a o. e er ban A °hUg I Students/Senior Citizens _ $1.50, public - $3. The First Parish is located I s e was gomg to . e. nt ony I 
Perkins is fine- I still think of him inion School Street. .. ,. I 
Psycho. ·1 November 16 •• Lovers of the supernatural are tnvI.ted to the i 
For some nice cJean ,fun, take a: Bridgewater ~ublic, Library at 3:30 p:m. tomeet Ge~rges~ iY1cHargu€, I 
train to New York - go have a nicer author of ,chll~~e~ s Qooks ~n mytholo,9Y and t~e S~:!~~lnliltural. Ms. I 
. dinner· go see Romantic ComedY'1 McHargues V1SIt Ispl~n~ed~n celebratH::m ofChlldrelJ s Boqk Week, I 
take the train back - and tell twot NOVIJ.llber 12-Hl AdmISSion IS free. I 
", friends to do the same· and so on,1 N~~ember . .25 -. The Brockton SymI?hony Orche~tr~ Fall, I 1 and so on, {\nd so on... I Concert will be presented at the Brockton HIgh School AuchtoTIum at I 
'" . 17:30 p.m. Reserve4 seats· $6 for adults,$3 for non.adults. Phone 587· I 
The Co III m e nt 11i91 or 586-7949for information. .... : . . '. I 
S ff M .; . . : Current·· TheJ'fbUate Cho~a/ebegins·~ehearsals ~or the fall I , . ta . eet1ngs. lSeasonat West ,Junior High Schoolm.Brockton, In preparatIon for the 1 
Tuesdays at 11IDecember2 performance ()ftheChristrnaspo~tion of H9-o'del's Mes$.iah. I 
necessary~ "'. . .~per1J:Qeir~~I?, are held onMo~~;ay .. e,v~.~1P~sfrprD,.7:89~?:20.~.R-,~· 1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~"~'~·j"'~~~C'~~~"~('~"iW~~~,~.~~jlf'~I:i'~1"0~ ~~ll'~~J~ ~~~~ . ~~~~~~~-~m~~~~~I~~~I~~--' 
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Classifieds 
for sale 
Two Wenzel back packs. only used once. 
Retail value $60.00 each. Will sell for $20.00 
each. Call 697 -4335. 
Patriot Souvenirs·at discount prices. Wide 
selection of T-shirts, sweatshirts, coaches 
caps, steins, mugs, shorts, knit caps, scarfs. 
posters, and visors. Makes a great Christmas 
present. Contact Jolin, room 218·5cott HaiL 
Brand new Western Civilization book to 1715. 
Buy now at lower price. Used only once. For 
more info call ext. 351.352. or 353. Ask for 
Dianne in room 47. 
housing 
Room for rent-in five rm. apt. male or female. 
Thirty dollars a week, includes everything 
furnished or unfurnished. 5 miles from sc hool.. 
.call 587 -6736 after 6 pm. 
wanted 
Good student typists to typetermpapers faT 
other students. Earn extra money, make your 
own hours, leave your name, address, and 
phone number at the SGA office on the top 
floor of the Student Union. 
lost and found-
Anyone finding a tape recorder that was left in 
L-9 on Wednesday Oct. 24, please leave it in 
the SoU. fnformation Desk -reward is being 
offered_ Signed desperate! 
services 
Need a typist? I will do your typing·very 
reasonable rates,. quick and dependable 
. service. ,6(j1t pef"page with yourpaper~_70<l 
per page with mine. Contact Jean at the Info. 
Booth MWF 8-9:30 a.m" Tuesday 8-12:30 am 
and Saturday 9-12:30 am. 
Need a term paper typed? No time to type it? 
Can afford to have someone else type it? Got 
two days leeway? Bring your Mmanuscript" to 
the SGA office on the top floor of the Student 
Union. 
Need typing done? I'd be glad t~ (fo~ pric~~f 
course} ... reasonable! from one page to 100. 
Fast service and satisfaction guaranteed. Visit 
the "Do-Drop Inn", rm.119, Pope Hall. x. 386. 
See Julie (if I'm not in slip a message under the 
door. I'll get back to you.i 
personals 
To the Jew· Remember what I said. "Don'! get 
in over your head". Watch out for the "old 
lady" and "the three ball." Love, P.M., Millie, 
"Thanks Pal." 
Donald Nathan; I'll always be here l~aiting. 
Remember you can count on me. Your best 
friend always DMEW. 
Where~s Carleen? did she get stuck in the 
revo!ving bathroom doors or did she forget 
about the low head room and lose her 
toothbrush? Maybe the carp got her! Signed; 
the girl upstairs! 
Car~el the horny carp; If we play the p~mpkin 
game, will you read us a story about the 
bathtub? Signed, the phantom memo board 
writer 
CD-Thanks for all the fun and excitement this 
summer. MV wouldn't have been the same 
Rock without you! Hope next semester is free 
of worries and let's keep in touch·Your B· 
house buddy CD. P.5. Ready Freddie! 
T.H.-Welcome to 1st floor. "I'm 50embarasses 
. oh stop." Thanks forlhe vacuum. How'syour 
PPO fri"'nd? Any acquaintances that like to 
punch out RA. How's tray balancing? What's 
this we hear about the Braintree Blonde'? 
Signed, J and K 
----.~-. ----------
To Mary in[oom 7-1 think you're so nice. From 
a good friend in 31l-Poet. 
To Carol, in n1\1 art class, believe Paula and let' 5 
'gooUI sometime! Monet 
Colleen, Mary,. Liz, Stretch. Sue. Jerry. Ellie, 
T, Dave, and Fr.Joe; Thanks for the surprise -
party-boy was it a surprise! Wish you all a good 
semester.-Love C. 
Rules for Classifieds: 
1. 50 word limit. 
2. 2 classifieds/person. 
3. Must be signed with name~ address pnd phone. 
4. Deadline: Monday at noon. '., " 
Absolutely NO exceptions to the. above 
rules!!! 
Classified Ad Form 
Circle Heading: 




OTHER~ ____________________________ ___ 
Ad to read as follows: 
--------------.----------------------~-----------.----------------,---Classifieds are free fOf all &tudellts, l4Iculty, staff, and administration of SSe. 
FOT all others, rales are $1.50 per column inch. 
National advertising rate (outside Mass,) ie $3.00 per column inch. 
Name/Phone: ____________________________ _ 
Address: ____________________ -'-__ . _____ _ 
Totill illl:\0U,nt li!nc.losed (non'st.ud~J\t).: 
Kin and Mark, Keep off the Rium!e Bianco or 
you'll drown your brain! Tip lor the weekdorl'l 
jog at mght. believe it or not there ilre per', en:: 
au! there. Be gGod-La'.'e booze: 
Pam. I'm so glad you got to see G.l. Joel. Joel 
baby. be good' W",I! mIss you. P.S. !'.uetron 
says High! I don't like dot because .. .1 am a 
B.5.C. RA! Wine coolers? Good job! Where's 
Barbie Dolls Nand G?Take care_IO\:e sleeping 
beauty. 
Dreen, Welcome to B.S.e. and fourth floor 
Shea. I've missed you!! How's Herm and 
"Cocaine". Seen any mosquitos lately? Brut's 
cute huh? I only do firedrilis with the best. 
Keep in touch_ Remember - good girls don't!1I 
We're gonna party tonight!. Love ya, cupcake, 
Dear Wang, I know it hasn't been easy but 
we've made it this far. Thanx l What would I do 
without your chirpper? Love your rods! When 
you read this it's gonna be all over. One flew 
over 4th floor Shea! Remember. "Smokey 
lives". You're pissa, Love roomie 
Boozer; You're hysterical! Been to the infantry 
lately? Soldier boy likes you (not as much as 
me.) There's gonna be a party tonite ... punch-
maybe? Clambites, bleeding to death. Dan 
Akroyd, for because of.. .Roy 0 fans; Roy loves 
, you all. Dorothea; he didn't call. Hi Wang! Luv-
Funcused. 
Melon, Roy, and Edaville, Moo! You guys are 
crazy and I love you aff! First year junior huh, 
Melon'? Roy, how's hampster? Still in shirt? Ed, 
have a Vodka Collins and caU me in the 
morning! Got it?good job l Roy Orboson 
, lives! Love Buns! 
Hey! You blondes in 211! You better leave Ihu! 
poor guy alone and get your perverted 
frustrations out on your "animals." The blonde 
next door_ 
Hey Syl-I won't tell anyone. I promise! You and 
Mech. better keep OIl "getting down" to "Eight 
is Enough" and believe me it is! Oh·hi Glnnie l! 
You know who! 
Happy Birthday Audry Rose!! This week end is 
just a primer for the 6th. You think your 
partying days have been intense now·well the 
best are yet to come. May the Suns "Ray" drop 
20 eggs on your head, and leave you 20 J's to 
screw up your head,~The Three l's. 
Dear Best Looking-Don't stop smiling, you 
drive me wild! Hope you got the wine out. Sass 
didn't like it! Ed. G.lives! Love your wranglers! 
Don't forget your wash. Take care of your 
hand. When I was crazy I thought you were 
great. Love Little Brut. 
To J.C. .. ,Sending you my love and the best of 
wishes on your 21st birthday. Signed with love 
__ and cocaine-eyes, Your Girl 
Hey Jo· Big Day Nov, 18th, huh? Well. happy 
birthday from the gang! Have a good day! 
Love, Tracey, Lisa, Patty, Gwen.Jimbo, Dom, 
Jeff, Nancy. 
Bucko, "C" and "K": Can't wait for the summer 
of 81. How about you? Don't worry I was very 
careful this weekcmd. Let's celebrate· 
T-h u r S day, F rid a y and Sat u r day . 
Happy Birthday Lennie and Don! Love, 
Denise. Stephanie, Mary, Sheila. Bob, Rohert. 
Wally, Peter, Brian, Ellen. M.J., Giorgio, Kana, 
MClrk. etc.. ~tc.; etc ... 
Hey "Screamer" Happy Birthday! Finally-the 
big 18!! How was your celebration Sl1nday 
night? We didn't even hear a screech through 
the walls! You must have been being very 
good·Ha Ha. Diane- U-Mass was great-next 
time it's going to be acid and micro-dot for 
sure ... C.P.G. 
Important Notice-Gayle, the party's over· 
decided to call it quits- Let's be friends! you're 
very funny when you think men are after you! 
Yes· it was me from the start· now you know· 
your secret admirer· the driver of the "POW"-
the bunny at the HaHoweenie· ME! 
Miss Joanne- White eyes under a flourescent 
light·have a "HULKY" effect. How's the lipths! 
You're quite a door decoration, Inhaling 
alcohol is your specialty.-·Signed,the Queens 
Denise Newell- Look it's for you kid. Crazy 
times and many more. Wanna' get popped? 
You better eat this food. Yes Mama OK Bye 
Bye for now. Yep mmm!!'lI make my9soon.-· 
Debbie 
----------------------------------
Hey Big N!-Seen anygiraffes's lately? Go to the 
zuo! Have you seen the mobile around? Just 
keep looking.' it can't be hard to spot· and 
when you do GO FOR IT keep us informed! 
Love, YO,ur Interested Buddies 
Hey CLADS, is there something wrong with 
your nosCs, (C) How's 'the cast coming.(L) 
Hey Roomie (lid you fill your punishment yet. 
Study hard, (D) What were you doing 
carousing the town_ D1H you steal any 
pumpkins? (S) What happened to your famous 
dartboilrd. I miss it .··Love (A). 
D. Bag: What was that ~~ were hol::fu1g ;n 
your h<lnd when we walked in on you 
yesterday? A pepperoni'? Do you always put 
Mayo on your pepperoni'? Please shLlwer at 
least once a month. Clean up your act: Heckel 
& }eck?t. 
To Mr PH Its been "wh:ie-Happ~' 
HomecomlIlg . .J B Peter. I,'OU shouldn't at J 
thinqs ilke that. bur I love It .:myways. (L(we 
E.J.I 
Johnny·Hey buddy' Su glad ~I.:e met Thursdav 
mghr at the show. Teil ya what· let's go t~ 
RCllph's or mayhe the Ridge. the donut shop, or 
Peggy's room_ I'm sure it'd be fun. Take care-
Frankie 
Dear Candyman· I've seen you a couple of 
time.s at the candy stand. r like to meet you. 
I'd like to meet you. If you're mterested. I'll be 
in the T.V. Lounge Sunday <lfternoon. See ya! 
To all the "Old Airport Crew": As time goes on 
isn't it great everyone can still get together 
once in awhile and party-hardy!l! May the 
Drinking Buddies keep up the tradition always. 
Signed me ... AlRHEAD? 
To J_B. on the Rocks. Once upon a time there 
was a lumber magnate who marrIed an 
aspiring actress, the!c,' ltved happily ever after 
as Katty did a Greek dance. Even with this we 
wtll survive. from Runaround Scarface. 
Jim-Congratulationsl HerE' is ynur first official 
personal. Just what you've always wanted. 
Take care, Sue. 
Amazing Grace- Fallen out of any chairs down 
the cafe lately? Ho ... is you' ankle? I hope 
you're ready for a good weekend. I am! Is 
Amazon? signed. Iou.! 
Paul C. Happy birthday! I hope you get some 
good tricks and treats. Love, the roomies with 
no heat. 
To nw dearest roommate Deb·HAPPY 
HALLOWEEN!! Lu\'_ Kathy. 
Well. what can I say guys. better late than 
never! Just remember, ~'ou won the bet this 
time "Turkey" but one thing's for sure, I'll 
never forget the time with you, Mike. Stinkie, 
BlacKie. the porno's and last b4t not least "The 
Tomb Stone Kid l " Luv. "Buddy" 
EdavIlle Railroad, Cranberries! Melon hurt me. 
Only kiddmgMelon. Terry and Pam-Roy loves 
you. My son and roomy are nuts. G.!. Jr. was 
cutel!! Boston next week?'- Halloween? How 
late do you want to stay up"' \Vill Laura rell on 
Luke'? Amy Vining is a whimp. Love. Brillo. 
Roy Orbison Fan Club Members; This is it! 
Get a free picture of 'The Man. '-Since it is free. 
send $9.95 to cover shipping. Free spoons with 
every picture. Get yours today! Roy is dead. 
but his memory lives on. Our motto-Roy 
Orbison; coast to coast! Your president, 
Royette. 
Greg-Have the best birthday. ]'11 be cheering 
for !,IOL! on Saturday 
Karin- I await your Clnswer. Don't leave me 
hanging forever_ love, Lindsey. B. 
KerTi you mega~vimr' hey ·here·s your firST 
personal! Psyched? ABDB, Bruce (slap) Bruce 
(slap), Your snoring. my books. magazines 
and other things will always be good for a 
laugh. I'll have to have another party but this 
time invite My Sharona· pretty woman. 
eebeeda'? )'c>u crack me up! ·Preppie 
To Aves, Maybe you should go into telling 
jokes,. because that's what it was to me when I 
heard what happened on a certain friday 
night.·Dream On! 
Clara Klutz- Only you could drop a pizza all 
over your boyfriend's toot and the lobby floor 
of the hill. It's too had that you haven't gotten 
the hint yet. Believe us the worst is yet to 
come.---Innocent By·Standers 
Lou. I hear your the best D.J. here, or is that 
just rumors (ha! ha!l. I hope you've been 
keeping Y4ur fingers out of your mouth, cause 
if you dun"! you'" know what I'll do t~ you. 
Sorry about the changes in me. Love ya. Eileen 
To Brian Hernon or is that Brian Hernup-
what's up with your love life'? Haven't seen that 
train around lately·-M. Reags 
TiegsYI·Slowing.down on your rooting? 
Cancer club won"t be the same. Appointment 
at nine Pi.lst siy in laboratory to figure out 
chemistry. From the Farastapelbruf clan. Love 
styx legs. Tell D,R. to do mi'lth (sevf>n squared 
plus two tens) Yuu fuddies!'! The 
I.S.U.P.LT.I.L. Association. 
Gn'g-Hilve the hest hlrthdil~' e~'er Good luck 
on Saturday 1"11 be cheeTing for va' Deh 




Oh George! But it doesn't matter. Where's 
Barny? You shouldn't walk around alone. 
What's that ~!Ou're drinkmg? Always take it 
easy. See you in AEATM on TX. -The girl on 
YOUf left. 
Little M· Glad your weeKend turned out good, 
hope you were good! C and J, Christa bob IS 
dying. I think he needs mouth to mouth; any 
volunteers!!! K 
Hi there Mar; I'll Jet you read my paper okay? I 
had to show everyone how much YOLl mean to 
me. I love you BABE. Happy7th and 
Halloween. Wish we were together. I love you 
han, Steve. 
KERRIDEN-Here is your personal For a little 
kid you sure are powerful·breaking doors is 
such an amazing feat. Mel-how do you stand 
it? Senously Keri, you still are No.1 on my S.L 
Love, Pic-Pic or S.H. whatever mood you're In 
that day. 
B. Brown I finally got that phonecalL too bad I 
wasn't home. Don't stop trymg! By the way, 
how's everything at Sunset Dr? 
Small white peekapoo dog worth $300.00. hilS 
papers-will trade our dog for one of your smail 
house dogs· any kind l Please call 822·0855. 
Tim-If you had to make a living at ping pong 
you'd starve. You'd better stick to chemistry. 
Ju~~ . 
Ken-Ready for homecoming? Glad you're 
coming down. We're ganna burn during 
Homecommg l Doug· 
Beth Happy belated birthday' The shiek will 
have fun with the shiekl;?ss ~n Sat l See you 
then. DOLlg 
Annette·Sorry you haven't come yet! How 
many has it been now-50? Stick together 
d~ring this one and keep that radio off 1081!! 
Keep smiling!-Krazy K. 
Hey Queer-I heard the fish are biting this time 
of year. Str~ws can be used effectively. We 
heard "Bald is Beautiful". We heard Good 
Girls Don't But You Do. What's that crap you 
put on your face at night? Signed. the Big N 
and Accomplice 
to John Michael- Bet you can't wait for 
January first!! I can!! Guess Who! 
Suzanne, I suggest you "mellow out" before 
you'rereturned to the Hill! You're supposed to 
be setting me the example. However. I will 
keep you·and so ,t'ili Dennis and Thadeus. 
Love. Jeanne. 
Dolores. Hou/s life on the Hill?? Even though 
we don't seem much of you this year. we're 
always thinking about ya. Bum me out l You're 
always welcome to visit but don't forget the 
six-Love. Bean and Demel. 
Borden; Homecoming will be Just great, 
thanks to you. Don't be so nert'ene. Let the 
good times roll.. Also, congrats Patrice Rah· 
Rah l K.T -
To the BSC soccer team; Now that my 
professional career as your trainer is over I'd 
like to thank you for the happiness and caring 
you've given me. You guys are the best·1'1i 
always feel like part of the team. I'll be there i~ 
spirit iill the end. Good Luck-MA 
The BSC soccer team is a bunch of sows but 
they give good head. The Fans 
Nice Goal Chris- I've been WRiting a long time 
for it. 
To Nick Nolte. Potsie, Richie Cunningham 
lVIac Davis. Ralph Malph, and the rest of th~ 
soccer' celebrities·sow's . ya doin'? I heard 
Jimmy Durante is leading the team in scoring. 
Is that on or off the field. Only Paula knows for 
sure. The F,ms. . 
Mary OToole, JU5t.lil~e to thank you for the 
help that you've been giving me,ll'auldn't live 
without ya!! Your sledZ Alias M.e. 
Hi Stash, Just wanna apologize for Friday" Mike.Cinda;Lynn-A. B.D.B.,Bruce. My 
night? I didn't mean for things to rLirn (Jut the Sharona, Pretty women SLAP·OH' Silly.Sill,,· 
way they did! Hope I can make It up to ya'? Me. Lov0,Kerri . 
Next w~ekel1d .. .'! Why didn't you tell me she 
was your EX??~ Remember stop LID 
anytinH!.you're always we:cume. 
LO\!e ... Blondie 
fa my personal physician (alias Doctor); 1 
l1USt make an appointment with YOLl soon. I 
,ave eln. awful pllin in my heart~ I think it's cuz I 
:niss you. I need to hear those loving words 
:lOd to feci that gentle tOLich ... Love, the nurse 
with the suffocating squeeze. 
Cheryl. Thanks for thO! help Friday night. 
Sometimes it's eClsier to cry in harmony. At, 
least I got the house done·Ahhhh .... a feehng 01 
accomplishment! Glad you feel hette~ too. 
Thanks again, JO. 
Hi Wheat Germ, Sorry about the craziness 
Things will be better, I promise! We'll breah 
our record this weekend and have a great time 
You're my favorite and I want you fore',(,Ar. I 
love you forever, I love you honel.'·bul1ch!!! ,Jo 
JOe; Much luck wi;j~:;;~b;Il:(M~:k~-m long), 
But stay on the fit?ld.lf you ewr need (.1 peptalh. 
you know where I .,m, Com", see nw. I miss 
yl:Ju. Love.Lisa 
To Mary,Sylvie,Karen.Fatim8 and Anne--
Thanb for the surprise party! YOli guys are 
the greatest. Maybe at the next party DRAEB 
and you know who will come!! Hope sut 
Anyway, thanks. for everything and Jet's hope 




~SC 1Ie\.\.'.lfl' thl'ft' will 11l' 2 drulll,,.. tnn]" 
GIOllll'sll'r No. ·U ,md No. 1 r{),\111111~l.11"llll1cl 
1 0 t ht, l ,I~t ,md Cll'W ot "M,l11 ()j 1 .1 (V1.lIlch.\ ". I 
,Iln not .J cnllC ()r H'dl tlw.lll'r blllL but 111I"1 
walllL'd III t'xpn'ss my 'Ib~lllll\t' d,'h"ht ,II thl' 
most Inul·hlll~l.hum(}r'IlI".dnd thrilltnq 
pl'rhHl11dtlCP I 11<\vl' t'l.'pr Sl'l'l1. Ciood luck 111 
fUIlll'l'jWftorm,lIKPs.S.A.B. 
c,lmplIS thiS \\.'l'l'Kl'nd. DI. not leed Ih"111 ---.--------.-- ..... -
(excepl bl'l'rs) or Ipt Ilwlll mto I.-our mom C.AllIld·Hl'llo 1111.1 oiff Iripnd. SUTt' woulcl Ill' 
Th,lnk I.:OU. Chl,'1 G. Fnrllll),II{l good to set' \;Illl 'l~'lin, :;ou dOll'! h,l\'l' In 
explitin wh~'fl' ';ml\'(' been. just ope11 lljllhl' 
No, S4 Mlkl' Gt'sl11011di. Congr,ltubtllll1s [111 scrt.'elldoor c(lI1W on 111. It's hel'n quite a whill'. 
winning tlw 1st i111llU,11 UG10l l'11nll'S\' you could still hght tl1<.' room wtth ~'nur smill'. 
Sp\!ctacubr p<.'rforl11ann" Keep lip good .. 'r' 0 u'll nl' v t' r b,' i\ 5 t rail g l' r ..... 
work. 
L~'llnlLSqllldll~diddIY lives; Hurr.1\,' Ill' "ilbhl'\, 
Bob.l'm sorry I haven't l:wen III toudlYnu power" ,md tt'll' "M"nki(?~". N"nti\~k('l '11 tht 
know how it is·1 miss y,IU very much. Don't rain. I1llJon,v.!dlking. ,lI1d love. How "['Ollt 
worry .. you'1l ne~'E'r gl't aWilY Irom t he sound (): anot Ill'T surprizl' ,it !ilck'! Signed. Just ,\I1l1t hpi 
the woman who loves you. Stl'~,\(, wdshl'd lip squid 
Dear P.N .. BewMl' of flood w,It"r M\lpH;lPPY 201h. 1 h<lpv ~OLIT dCl'l "-'.IS lillec 
P,ll1ts.especlillly when you h,'Vl'I1't sh,wed 111 wllh slIl1:;hine ,md r,linh()w,-,. D.C.;T.C;B.M . 
weeks' Signed GABA GABA ,lIld.l1l th,1I nth.'r g()ocllunk. Much l()w.Kath~ 
,Jimmy FlIlal1 eal ,1II\.' lilllld cunl l11hll'ts 01 
pl'anuts j<1tely Llttit' S'lTnl1l~' V..:hlt.> h,ls ~ps 
Wc'ody h<1S Ihe (l111~' ~) ,lIid ;\ hdll 1111111 sell'lllt' 
lab 011 campus. Alld ,Jllll Hl'l1lllg<ll1l1<\s 11(lldVd 
what's going 011. WI1<1t ,I Tl'.lI11. SI~llH'd C"",h 
Denlse.Havel1't ';l'L'I1 you ,lrolilKi I,ll l,I.,.'.1 <I,' 
bad. I'm ,\Iu.,,\~'s sOll1l'wlll'r.' ,ll'lllll1d hl'rl'. Set' 
JOU Iilter II 11llpel. JOilil 
Hey ilttle glrl·How WdS the nl'w,'LlI hilll'l hnpl' 
you had" good 'lJl,t'kl'nd. I'SPl'Clillly Sl;lld'I~' 
night. Low. A Fm'lld 
Greg K,1Sdhi,m: 'Y'liU <lrl' dl'ltnitl'ly winnl119 till' 
BEAT PERSON (Ol1tl'St 'I'(lll'rl' ,I H(Joclsll' 
Cup. Whilt would Aldll C'lIa Sil'/.) T"kt' S,lIl1\' 
lessons trp111 thl' sllllwr 
Hlll11t'coIl1I1lY. YOU'f{E 
M,\I1kl'Y M,lIltl" 
En)ov your I,'st 
BEAT' S!;lt1l'd 
Robhv-l'd 5till likl' III IMW ,1 d,)I .. With 
IJ()'" L(~vc,."R"I/· ' 
011 (Jl'Urgl'. But Il cit lc'SI\'1 1l1,\lt"I' VJlwrl''; 
B"rny'~What's 1I1.1t Y(,lu·rL'.drlnktng~ N(l 
thill;k'~, !'rnoutrlu'mhl?r('d:"'AWd'd{i\,'~twalk 
" ,\found dlone! Set' ~IJU inAEATMTX. imlll tht' 
gIrl 011 yl ~clr leI!. 
My dt'i1r intl'rested cu~t()mt'r.IIi\'(,ol1 :'Ih fI,'or 
Shea. You're welcome to ~'is.tt ill\ynl11t'. Pk'dSt' 
spTe~ld the good word u:; 1 Fl('('d lilt' husiness. 
Thank You and I'm "VJilill11~1 your i1rrlval. 
KELL'r' SERVICES 
To Sec. 11 and ,Jednne, Bt' tJIl the lookoUI 
everywhere!: Rt>tlwmbl'f du~' dill(' is O .. ·t. l~th. 
Keep those ltsts growing ilnd \loud lurk
' 
The 
het for iI six is Ol1milY the luckiest on(' win. 
Next meeting: Sunday nitt'·cnnK' wllh dilta. 
Good findit;gs to ,)11. Santo Ball 
To Dirty Ronnie. ReagIn. Bing. Ch('t'ks. Phone 
Man. Puddel1 Head. Q Tip. St,1in. Mr. Cooi. 
Brain, Grand Walov o( Pooba. Willy and lillie 
'Reags·Keep up the spirit, We wilim(,Tcoml'. 
P.S. Of ali the dirty bilstards. we are the 
WORST! 
-------"-----'0"---_.-
Jean~ You're so l'utei;lnd lovable. ,md jusl so 
special to me, Love always. and may you be' 
forever supplied with chocolate ired donuts. 
bav·e.' 
---"-' ---------'---.------------
Steven, Haven"t see;1 Y0l1 down tJie S.U. this 
week· How is my little Kawal;l bear doing'? 
Guess Who?? 
To youWoodies·Whatsa malta u'! Never 
drinked with your mother bdorl"? It's not 
totally -hopeless .. "Do it up" Homecoming. 
Weekend! We:n be walching. (EsPl'ci(1l1y 1st 
fioor).Anonymous ' 
Mlssj-funtley, Congratulat,iol1s' You rni.1de it 
through Student Teachiilg. Welcome back 10 
campus· now you can start enjoying your 
senior year. 56 'tat you"yl;! been; the prim~ 
example of Murphy':) I,aw\';jf cmything ~ango 
wrong, it wil!"): but things are gonna cl,1ange, 
Love ya, Karyn 
Velit woman: Do you hallE' ESP.'? YOl! 
spoke too soon about jails and watE'rheds! 
Look what happened! But Prezidend Killldy 
wilt hp.ip you. your supply of 100 thou, burgers 
with everything off them are still waiting (or 
you to pick them up, Love, Rick 
Hey Myran Fishbeck! Remember when ever 
y{)un~ed someone yOll know where to turn! 
Hey who says WE, dOifi hang around 
anymore'? What would this school be like 
withQllt us MYrans"? Hey who'~ y" (,wonte') 
Luve ya F 3\), Myra n (who else!i 
To Crash. When can I sign up fqr Demolitiof1 
Derby classes, This ain't no disc~. Bring your 






The Slavic Studies Club would 
like to openly express their 
gratitude to the Student 
Government Association for having 
allocated their organization enough 
money which enabled them to 
venture to New York City on 
October 21·22, 1979. 
While in the Big Apple, the club 
witnessed a RLlssian play presented 
by the Russian Youth Theater and 
entitled "Kvadratoora Krooga" (or 
in English·"The Squaring of the 
Circle"). In addition to the play, club 
rnembers visited the United 
N~tiorts;tQuredJhe printing office of 
a Russian American newspaper and 
stopped at a Russian bookstore 
where they were given the 
opportunity to purchase Russian 
mtlteriais later to be used to help 
them in their study of the language. 
The trip to New York City proved 
to be enjoyable, cultural and 
educational to all those who went. 
Again on behalf of the entire SlavlC 
Studies Club, I extend a great big 
thank, you to the SGA for making 
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Children's DeiJe\opn1ental Ciinic: 
Lecturer Discusses Asthsma 
by Susan Leoni regarding the child's condition trom 
Dr. Joseph Asia!, a pedi3tricianof parents 3nd rh~'5it~ii\n'5. The 
the Southeastern Massachusetts Southpastprn Massarhusetts Lung 
Lung Asscociation spoKe t( Association Lung Association has a 
Bridgewater State' College's phYSical e?uc.ation ath,letic 
c;hildren's Physical Developmental program whIch lllvolves children 
Clinic on Sat urday, October 27th. p~rents adn teachers on how to deal 
Dr. Asiaf spent a great deal of WJ~ t~ ~~thmaktic child. 
time on the topic of "exercise r. sia .spo e on the treatment 
induced asthma" wihich is a chronic of ~sthmatlcs. :hroug~ the use of 
condition of asthma primarily var~ous medtClOes. 'There is a 
characterized by rapid and shallow vanety of drugs .b~th prescription 
breathing coughing and wheezing. and n~n-prescnptlon that the 
" asthmatIC t k "H d He explained that "75 percent of all can a e. e suggeste 
asthmatics have exercise induced that the non-prescription type 
asthma" and that most of that 75 3erosols that are sold in most drug 
percent are males. Dr. Asiaf ;;troes are acceptable. He also 
continued to explain that. this ~lscussed" a. d.rug . known as 
condition is one that "many children Cr0':11yn which IS a fairly new drug 
grow out of." and IS the only or.e known to 
Dr. Asiaf made it clear that it is Ectu.ally prevent. asthmatic 
very important to encourage the ..;reaCtions from occunng. It h2.s no 
asthmatic child to exercise and to 
p'3.rticipate in physical education 
class. There are . a number of 
exercises, actiVities and sports 
which are nut harmful to a child with 
asthma and most, in fact, prove 
beneficial. "These are intermittent 
activities and sports; they include 
baseball, skiing, touch football, and 
swimming." In fact, "one athlete who 
has exercise induced asthma won a 
gold medal for swimming in the 
Olympics," Dr. Asiaf said, "He 
compensated for his exercise 
induced asthma by swimming. 
"You want an asthmatic child to do 
as much exercise as he possibly can 
so that he can be like other 
children," Dr. Asiaf stated .when 
speaking specifically of the 
asthmatic child in the physical 
education class. He explained that if 
a child dO(2s suffer an asthmatic 
3ttack, the teacher should sit the 
:hild down until the attack subsides. 
:n most cases, ?\r;cording to Dr. 
Asia!, the child will show complete 
recovery' within, 30, to, 35 minutes 
and may in fact return to the activity 
or sport. 
"The whole idea is to allow t he as 
thmatic child to be as normal as 
possible," he said. "In short, the 
traditional physical education class 
is in most cases recommended as 
opposed to modified activities." 
Dr. Asiaf talked of the parents' 
tendency to overprotect the 
asthmatic child. "It is best to learn as 
much as possible about the child 
because in some cases the child may 
have been b~bied." he explained. He 
suggested that teachers· attempt to 




known sideeifecls dnd when use d 
on a daily, long term basis it hd:' 
proven effective for as! hmatics. 
. Dr. Asiaf is one of many experts 
that lectures at BSe's Children's 
Physical Developmental Clinic. On 
Saturday, November 3. Susan 
Murray,. a Registered Physical 
Therapist -will speak on the use of 
artificial devices such as 
wheelchairs, crutches, braces, and 
artificial limbs and the way that they 
affect motor functioning, All 
c;t1ldents are invited to attend the 
ture which will begin at 8 o'clock 
M. Immediately follOWing Ms, 
Jrray's lecture. Dr. Huber, 
rector of the Clinic, invites all 
students to observe the clinicians 
and their children in action, 
Questions and! or comments are 
welcome,; 
Dusty's 




Mon.·-Wed. & Fri..--Sat. 
. 10anl--6pm 
Open Thursday lOam to 9pm 
Quality Women's 
.Clothing at Discount, 
Prices 
Mondays 10% off with BSC ID 
12 The Comment November 1, 19j9 
Hickey wins it for BSC 
Another superh defensive effor 
and Dave Hickey's educated toe 
were the difference as the BSC 
Bears defeated Nichols 16·14 last 
Saturday for their third straight 
victory. 
The Bears opened the scoring in 
the first quarter as quarterback 
Mark Maclsaac ran six yards on a 
keeper. Hickey's extra point made 
the score 7·0. The score was set up 
on a fine defensivE' playas 
linebacker Dave White intercepted 
a Nichols pass and returned it 51 
yards. Macisaac's score came TWO 
plays later. 
[n the second QuarlC'r Nichols 
offense began 10 L'llnW alive. Most of 
the yardage calTle \.ia the passing 
attack. Nichols ti\:!d the score as 
John Madigan capped a 76 yard 
drive with a one yard hurst. Later in 
the half Nichols Pzw! Fitzpatrick 
scored with onl\.' 14 secnnds 
remaining to giv£' Nichols a 14 -; 
ead. The Bears. nu\.\.'e\.·er. did not 
::juit here. A' long (omph,tion from 
Q.B. Macisaac to Sam Scola and i:l 
penalty move d tll", billl dovmfield. 
Hickey conneclt.:?d on (\ 32 ~!ard field 




In the second half the Bears 
stiffened as Greg Kasahian and Oem 
M(Nlllt~/ led the way. TINa pass 
interceptions killed Nichols scoring 
drives. Dave Hicke>'s second field 
goal fror:l36yards out cut the lead to 
14·13. Nichols slim lead was 
maintianed until late in the fourth 
quarter. when the Bears started a 
late drive. The drive was stopped 
with over a minute to go dS 
MacIsaac's pass was picked off. 
Defeat seemed cer!ain but the 
Bears gined a new life as Nichols. 
who had to only run out the clock. 
pulled a "New York Giants" playas 
they fumbled with only 50 seconds 
remaining !1'; the guiilf:.An al~1 i Rick 
~ .. ------------------------------~ Sports 
Yunosick pounced on the ball to set 
up Hici<E:/s heroics. The BSC 
offense got the ball inside the twenty 
yard Lne when, with only five 
seconds showing on theC clock. 
Hickey boomed one through the 
uprightf. from 32 yards away to give 
the Bears a thrilling come from 
behind victory. 
The vJin lifts the Bears to a 3·2-1 
record. On Saturday, November 3, 
they will host Curry College on 
Homecommg Day. A large crowd is 
expected as the Bears go for thier 
fourth consecutive win. Curry has 
had their share of problems and has 
lost their last five games. After this 
game, Bridgewater will travel to 
Boston State and the n close out the 
season at home versus Maritime in 
the Cranberry Bowl. 
The current standings in the the 
New England Conference go like 
this. New Haven leads the pack with 
a 6·0·1 record. followed by Mass 
Maritime (4·2), Nichols and Maine 
Maritime (4·3)), Bridgewater(3·2·1), 
Boston State (3·3), Framingham 
State, and Plymouth State (3·4), 
Western Connecticut (1·5). and 
Curry (l-6). 
Sports'Chat by Tony rOt~tello 
Thke most ridiculous and Mets. "I dori'! know the distinction 
senseless sports development in between a racetrack and a casino. 
recent days has got to be the Willie but Mr. Kuhn has made the 
M~¥s·Bo~i~ .....•. I<uhn .... confr9\)t~tiCln~ .,:~.·;~.o.tmip.'t:m.:.:.~il;:>S.~"Ll:'o~~snii'~iIIle.~riii!M.,; .•. ~ fl..l~.u.,R~~n~·~.·;. '~ ... ;,.c~.;r.a:;a)·1tD.I'.'1·"'ot 
. :;:,.Me:y$'was:·.lofceat6 .. gi0~i.ipnls .. ....... "';~ ih n 
position with the New YorK Mets business interfering with Mays' 
after he accepted a long·term pact situation. Willie Mays has done too 
from an Atlantic City gambling much for baseball (i.e. Goodwill 
casino ina public .relations' capacity. Am bassadorand work with 
Mays had worked before for the underpriveleged·yoi.mgsters) to be 
Ogden Co rpbra tion, whic h pushed aside as BowieKuhn has 
operates Suffolk Downs, while done. Smarten up Mr. Kuhn, now 
holding down his poshion with the get out of here, I mean it! 
Now tllat the Red Sox have let 
Bob Watson go the free agent rate, 
the question arises as to who will 
play. f~r~t .. b9f>~t1e:)(t· sp;rinSS· .. C:::,arl 
YastremsKi of course is the prime 
candidate, but what jf his badly 
injured Achilles tendons do not 
improve? Other possibilities would 
include either trading for a first 
baseman, or use Carlton Fisk there. 
Problem is, that I don't believe 
anybody is going to give the Sox a 
decent 1st sacker without a high 
Budweiser® 
KING OF BF~ERS® . 
It-HLI~TE 0 ~ TH 
Dave Hickey 
Dave, the field goal kicker for 
the B.S.C. Bears football team 
literally Wah the game for th~ 
Bears this past Saturday. He not 
only kicked 3 out O'f 4 field goals 
but with seconds left, kickedthe 
game winning field goal asH,S.C. 
won 16-14. 
pricl::. Also, if you put FIsk at first 
base. to whom do you leave the 
catching chores to. Gary Allenson is 
not the answer, a l1dthe Sox sent 
. Mike :·O'BeryY ·to~···~h'e"~euos····~6 
:::omplete the Ted Sizemore trade. 
Hopefully owners Buddy Leroux 
:md Haywood Sullivan will resolve 
the issue. Perhaps they maybe 
forced to call out of retirement some 
of the great Red Sox first baseman 
of the past ( a la Bob Burda, Mike 
Fiore, Danny Cater, etc ... ) 
Wouldn't that be a pleasant 
rprise! Bob Watson. by the way. 
ould be one of the more sought 
r free agents in what appears to 
a lean year as far as talent is 
erned. 
Congratulations go the the 
acuity Football team as they 
hed, embarassed, whipped, 
up, arinhilated, and destroyed 
sounds like kinky sex!) the Student 
earn by the score of 42·12, last week 
The students scored first as Danny 
I (the pride and joy of Walpole, 
ass) made a super catch of a Ned 
otter pass. But after that it was all 
ulty as they totally dominated the 
lay. Led by their rine Q.B. Dr. 
ohnson,· the faculty rolled up the 
. Is as a disorganized and hapless 
udent team could do nothing to 
op them. Not even thke efforts ot 
illegal recruits-Pete Vanderspek 
Jim Hachey, could help the 
nt team. Also leading the way 
the faculty team were the 
utstanding efforts ," of "Snake" 
Quicksilver Phil Silvia, 
the Hill" Bill Levin, and Mike 
the Pope Polish?" KrY4anek. 
Bears Head Coach Pete Mazzaferro 
also took time out after practice to 
hrow a long touchdown pass. The 
only brigntspots for the losers were 
the efforts of Danny Hall and the 
B.S.C. "Bares" cheerleaders, Joe 
'The Canton Flash" Downey and 
Anthony "Where were you on 
Wednesday" Costello, who thrilled 
the capaCity. crowd . with their 
renditions of.' "Give us a break", 
"Boys from B.$.C." and 
"Invigoration". Rumors that 
Steelers Coach Chuck Knox was at 
the game to sign up the entire 
Faculty team tor his taxi·squad haVE 
not y8t been confirmed. 
Four Richardson (Tex,as) High 
School students are fClcing arson 
()f t hi:'ir high Sl' hool 
toot ball prank that went awry and 
allegedly destroyed a $300,000.00 
artificially surfaced football field. 
The four young men were 
ttuestfeh'ed"·'aftet·thefteld . at rival 
Plano (Texas) High School was 
burned last week, following 
Richardson High School's upset of 
arch rival Plano High, 3-0 at Plano's 
home field. "It was just a prank that 
got out of hand," said Bill Threet, fire 
marshal in Plano. Supplies of the 
surface estimated the damage at 
$300,000.00 and said the entire 
surface would have to be replaced. 
The. United States Supreme 
Court has backed up a lower court 
decision permitting ex Denver 
Bronco defensive back Dale 
Hackbart to sue former Bengals 
fullback Boobie Clark. Hackbart 
claims he suffered a fractured neck 
when Clark hit him during an N.F.L. 
game in 1973. In on earlier trial 
Clark, who now plays for the 
HoustoN Oilers, admitted that he 
intentinally hit Hackburt because he 
was angry as his team was being 
defeated by a large score at the time. 
It certainly was a tough weekend 
for the Virginia Commonwealth 
football team last week. On the way 
to their game against Catholtc 
Univer~ity, their bus broke down. 
Perhaps· they should have stayed 
there. Once they got to the field they 
were met by 'a fired·up Catholic 
University team, who went on th 
crush Virginia Commonwealth by 
the score of 76-0. The game went so 
badly for the losers that one of the 
C.U. scores came after the Virginia 
punter simply missed th~ ball while 
trying to kick it, and a.C.U. lineman 
scoffed it up and ran for a 
touchdown. (ouch!!) 
Ken Hodge, forme'r Bruins right 
winger who played on a Ene with Phil 
Esposito and Wayne Cashman in 
his h_eyday, has apparently reached 
the end of the line as far as his career 
goes. Hodge. who is now under 
contract of the New York Rangers. 
was assigned' by that club to the 
-Roanoke Rifles of the Eastern 
Hockey League, Hodge scored 105 
points in the 1970-71 season on (1 
line which shattered several~.H.L. 
records that year. .. The Bridgewater 
State Cross . Ce)untry team uppee 
their record to a~(1We50me 10·1 a~ 
thev edsilvdefeated St. Anselm's 
Bt11~s(m .. ;~nd Suffolk last .s,:~turdi.\I.,!. 
